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UDANAVARGA

Chapter XV

SMRTIVARGA - Mindfulness

1. He whose mind, owing to the effect of inhalation and exhala-

tion, practises perfect meditation, well-ordered and just

as the Buddha taught it, will illuminate the world like a

moon freed from clouds.

2. The mindful Bhiksu , who always directs his thought (through

reflection), with a mastery of body and mind, whether he is

standing, sitting or lying down, will obtain all the degrees

of perfection and elude the sight of the king of death.

3. He who is always mindful of his body and is master of his

sense-organs, that fully concentrated man will attain Nirvana

for himself.

4. He whose mindfulness is at all times and in all places direc-

ted at the body dwells in it (thinking): It has not been nor

has not not been mine and it will not be nor will not not

he mine - gradually advancing, he will In time come to cross

over (the river) of desires.

5. The mindful man who reflects, perfectly wise, concentrated,

satisfied and serene - by meditating on the Dharma, will pass

beyond birth, old-age and suffering.

6. Practise mindfulness ceaselessly. The Bhiksu who is zealous,

wise, reflective, will pass beyond every fetter, birth and

old-age, and will put an end to suffering.

7. You who are awake, listen to me; you who are asleep, wake

up. It is better to be awake than asleep; those who are awake

have no fear

.

8. For him who is attached to wakefulness, who studies day and

night, who yearns for dea thlessness , all his defilements (isra-

va ) vanish .
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9. There is (a real) gain for persons who have taken refuge in

the Buddha, who day and night apply their mindfulness to the

Buddha .

10. There Is (a real) gain for persons who have taken refuge in

the Dharma, who day and night always apply their mindfulness

to the Dharma

.

11. There is (a real) gain for persons who have taken refuge in

the Sangha, who day and night always apply their mindfulness

to the Sangha.

12. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night always apply their mindfulness to the Buddha.

13. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night apply their mindfulness to the Dharma

-

14. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night apply their mindfulness to the Sangha.

15. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night apply their mindfulness to the body,

16. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night apply their mindfulness to morality.

17. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, who day and

night apply their mindfulness to non-violence.

18. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds

day and night rejoice in... [amrta, deathlessness ] .

!9. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds

day and night rejoice in renunciation.

20. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds

day and night rejoice in meditation (dhyina).

21. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds

day and night rejoice in solitude.

22. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds

day and night rejoice in emptiness.

Udanavarga XV 101

23. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds
day and night rejoice in (the thought) of the unconditioned
[SBW: read animltta , signlessness ] .

24. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds
day and night rejoice in owning nothing.

25. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds
day and night rejoice in concentration [SBW: read bhavana,
mental cultivation].

26. Well awakened are those disciples of Gautama, whose minds
day and night rejoice in (the thought of) Nirvana.

(Translated by Sara Boin-Webb from the French of N,P. Chakravarti)
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THE TECHNICALI5ATI0N OF BUDDHISM:

FASCISM AND BUDDHISM IN ITALY

GIUSEPPE TUCCI - JULIUS EVOLA

Bhikkhu Nanajrvako

2

(1) Unfortunately, our analysis of Evola's 'Study on the Buddhist

Ascesis' in the first chapter of The Doctrine of Awakening dis-

covered that the two fundamental terms for 'thus proceeding' (ta-

thagatam) did not find their proper and unequivocal place in his

otherwise clear conception and determination of noble characters

designated by the underscored terms: gotra-bhu and the specific

quality of Ethos in the deepest radical layer of its structure

- alaija-vinfianam , corresponding with its karmically pre-establish-

ed determination to the Greek idea of innate fertility - fiypofcei-

ntenon. Instead of that, Evola's interpretation of the basic term

'ascesis' - throughout its 'varieties' - continues to prolong

the (Buddhist ically) 'wrong effort' - niccfta- vayamo - of his pre-

deliction for 'The Yoga of Power' (to Yoga della potenza), a kind

of vulgar 'multi-purpose yoga", even quoting explicitly the notor-

ious tantrie interpretations by J. Woodroffe (A. Avalon). In

his forceful short cuts by violence, Evola already maintains in

the first chapter "on the varieties of 'ascesis'" (p. 8): "In Bud-

dhism, the elements of alia, that is of 'right conduct', are con-

sidered purely as 'instruments of the mind': it is not a question

of 'values' but of 'instruments', instruments of a virtus not

in a moralistic sense but in the ancient sense of virile energy.,,

when an ascesis is understood as a technique for the creation

of a force that can be applied , in the first place, at any leveL .
"

- For Evola , a pure ascesis is "one made up of techniques for

developing an interior force , the use of which, to begin with,

remains undetermined, like the use of the arms and machines pro-

duced by modern industrial techniques..." - Delimiting "ascetic

reinforcement of the personality" so that "we could even conceive

of an 'Ascesis of Evil', for the technical conditions", he points

out the famous negative model of Nietzsche trying to outdo criti-
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cally even his 'limitations': "Nietzsche himself, as we have al-

ready pointed out" - insists Evola already on p. 6, referring to

p. 4 of the first chapter - "partly shared the modern widespread

prejudice against asceticism: when dealing with his 'Superman'

and when formulating the wille zar Hacht , did he not take into

account various disciplines and forms of self-control which are

clearly of an ascetic nature?"

Evola's 'exposition of a complete ascesis' is summed up by

three propositions: "the first is the possibility of extracting

easily from Buddhism the elements of an ascesis considered as

an objective technique for the development of calm, of strength

and of detached superiority, capable in themselves of being used

in all directions. The second is that in Buddhism the ascesis

has also superior signification of a path of spiritual realisation

quite free from any mythology, whether religious, theological

or ethical . The third reason, finally, is that the last stretch

of such a path corresponds to the Supreme in a truly metaphysical

concept of the universe , to a real transcendency well beyond a

purely theistic concept 10

May it suffice here to remind the reader of the first line

of the Karanlya metta-sutta, the most popular Buddhist text con-

taining moral instructions as a pre-requisite for any 'meditation'

in general. In metta -bha vana , cultivation of universal love as

friendliness for all living beings (sabbe satta bbavantu sukhltat-

ta), in the fourfold formula of appamana ('boundless') or brabma-

vihara ('divine state') of mind, it corresponds to. the first level

of spiritual purification of jhana - the state of contemplation

subjectively corresponding to rational investigation of the same

ethos of knowledge (sa-vitakka sa-vicara )

:

Karanlyam atthakusalena - yam tam santan padam abhisamecca

(This should be done in keeping with the moral aim by him who

yearns to proceed on this peaceful way).

The peaceful progress (santam padam) on this 'path of purifi-

cation (vlsuddhi -magga ) in its moral finality (attha kuaalena )

can in no way and by no technical means be adapted or even reduced

to a purely 'objective technique' as visualised by Evola. From

the first chapter of his 'Principles' and varieties of 'ascesis'

to the last chapter on 'The Ariya still gather on the Vulture's
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Peak', Evola insists on degrading "what we may call a pure asee-

sis, that is to say, one made up of techniques for developing

an interior force, the use of which, to begin With, remains un-

determined, like the use of the arms and machines produced by

modern industrial techniques" and used also in their wrong effort

(miccfta vayamo) - sicut historia docet in our Kali-yuga of atomic

blasts - "on the level of the temporal aspirations and struggles

which absorb practically all the energies of modern Western man.

Furthermore, we could even conceive of an 'Ascesls of Evil', for

the technical conditions, as we may call them, needed to achieve

any positive success in the direction of the 'evil' are not dif-

ferent in kind from those needed, for example, to attain saint-

hood" , Hindu mythology abounds indeed with such upaua, or skil-

ful means, and Kahayana scriptures praise them occasionally as

unavoidable in extreme existential situations (but most often

for slandering prominent arahant disciples of the Buddha, such

as Sariputta and Ananda), However, is there really no essential

difference in the moral roots of such purposes of fcaranlyam attha-

kusalena? - Evola will persist in his efforts to negate such dis-

tinctions in specific essences of the ethos of knowledge. This

Willi appear most obviously in his arguments against the Buddha's

fundamental teaching of anatta or negation of any absolute Self.

This teaching, the same as the consequent Interpretation of nibba-
12

nam as an-upadi -sesam , or 'extinction without remainder" , forci-

bly reduced to the Vedantic model of the Absolute Being, will

be discussed subsequently.

Symbolically, 'The Vulture's Peak of the Ariya* suggests the

ominous analogy with the vulture as the emblem on the Fascist

coat of arms and the highest peak of the Apennines, Gran Sasso

d' Italia, where Mussolini was first captured and then liberated

before the end of the War. Thus, 'riding on the tiger' from the

Himalayas, across Olympus down to Europe, Evola's Ariyan ascetic

arrived in his newly acquired technical garb on the horseback

of Kandinsky's 'Blue Rider'.

This was the ultimate glorification, the climax in Evola's

gradual extolling of the advantages of the Mahayana in Chapters

VII-X1I of the second part of the Doctrine dealing with 'Practice',

from "Discrimination between the 'Powers'" (VII), culminating
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(XI) in "Up to Zen" - the attainment of the heroic pinnacle of

irrational absurdity In the religion of the samurai - the dialec-

tical antithesis of the preceding astonishingly sober and detailed

description of the reasonably cautious way of "The Four Jhana

- The 'Irradiant Contemplations'" in Ch.V. The tragic neo-Fascist

anti-climax of the 'Blue Rider', who tried to change again his

vajiana (carriage) for a wild 'tiger-ride' and broke his neck in

a Fascist secret mission to Vienna at the beginning of 1945, will

be described nearly thirty years later by the invalid Evola in

his second important book Cavaicare la tlgre . Among his earlier

writings on mistica fasclsta , the following titles reveal his

lifelong Indo-Germanic obsession:

- rmperialismo pagano (1928; characterised as a 'violently

anti-Christian' text);

- L'uomo come potema . I. Tantra nells J oro mezaflstca e net

loio metodi di aut orea

1

izzaz i one magica (c. 1930);

La leggenda del Graal e il mistero ifeil Impero;

Sul sacro nella tradizione romana (c. 1934);

- 'Per la ricostruzione splrituale fascista' (article in Dio-

rama filosoftco);

- La yoga della potenza (1968);

'Razz a e ascesi ' (1942);

'Stirpe e spirtuallta' (1931);

'Razza e cultura' (1934);

- II Fascimo (collected essays, 1970).

In these contexts Evola speaks of sila, or ethical roots

(miiia) of the way of purification, from his standpoint of 'techni-

cal' heteronomy in moral and religious obligations (slla-bbata-

paramasa) , opposing to them, as Much superior and more reliable

for a noble nature, the aristocratic standards of his hereditary

Roman virtu (which he aspires to regenerate in keeping with the

Fascist model of his failed expectations). This ideal of static

stabilisation in Evola's belief corresponded to the aim of Nietz-

sche's Will to Power and his The Antichrist. In Nietzsche's

own words: "I recognize virtue in that it is in the Renaissance

style - virtu - free from all moralist acid"

This could hardly be recognised as a valid interpretation of

the Buddha's advice of ascetic renunciation (pa/iaya) of the whole

world of disgust ( sabba -1 oke anabhiratl) . Even Nietzsche agreed
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on this point more emphatically with the Buddha than with Evola's

heroic rejection of a pessimist world-view. In Nietzsche's terms

the statement that the Buddha "stands beyond good and evil" Im-

plies that "for the same reason, he does not ask his followers

to fight those who think otherwise : there is nothing to which

his doctrine is more opposed then the feeling of revenge, anti-

pathy, ressent iment " (Antichrist, sect. 20). Evola speaks of "a

technique which carries us far beyond the plane of the contradic-

tions against which fought without hope , for example, the soul

of Nietzsche and Dostoievski" . Against such fighting 'without

hope' Evola insists too often (there are no less than ten entries

on 'Olympian element, spirit' in the Index to the Doctrine) on

equating Himalayan mayavit visions with the 'Olympian bearing

of the spirit', far from the painful renunciation implied by the

Buddha's first Noble Truth of dakkha . His 'Olympian and heroic

vision of the world' is reduced to the historical 'Olympian-Homeric

phase of the Aryo-Hellenic tradition' where his 'Olympian nucleus

in ourselves ' supersedes far and wide above the Buddha's too mo-

dest simile of the man 'searching for heart of wood... in a mighty

plantain-trunk... but finding no pith inside. Much less would

he find heart of wood' (S XXXV, IV, 3).

In his younger years, trying to formulate the 'Theory and

Phenomenology of the Absolute Individual' (1924) on the model

of the Hegelian 'absolute idealism', Evola had ultimately to aban-

don, under Fascist pressure, even that 'Idealism' 'after the man-

ner of Hegel', and to revert to 'a restoration... of an entirely

positive reality ' in his books on the 'Man as Power' (I'uomo come

potenza) and 'Essays on Magical Idealism '( Saggi sull " idealismo

isagico, 1934). After so much emphasis in the sequel to his writ-

ings on the 'Absolute', 'Self', 'Atma', 'I' (Italian 'lo' and

'10', over thirty entries in the Index to Doctrine) and its 'Pow-

er' ,
- it would be useless to look any further for anything like

12
an-upadi-sesa-nibbana as "extinction without remainder . Instead

of this, what still remains on the obverse of the medal are the

symptomatic references to 'nirvana, nibbana' in the same Index.

(2) S. Radhakrishnan, in his Indian Philosophy (1923), insists

on the presentation of Buddhism on the fundamental basis of its

reintegration into the broader Brahtnanic tradition at a higher
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developed historical level. His most authoritative disciple,

Professor T.R.V. Murtl, specialised in Buddhist philosophy and,

in his dissertation on The Central Philosophy of Buddhism (1955),

undertook to reformulate a deeper tenet of neo-Hinduist trend

in defence of his teacher's fundamental thesis. To that effect

Murti transferred the weight of his own central conception to

a later, but doubtless authentic, beginning of the history of

independent Buddhist philosophy initiated by Nlgarjuna (second-

third cent . A.C . ) .

The dialectical leap in Evola's mistica fascista , by which

his thesis on the 'Absolute Self' was overthrown from the Hegelian

idealism into the antithesis of 'Brahma's net' of 'Reality' of

the same sacrosanct 'Absolute', could not be reduced to the same

historical reason that may have induced the Mahayanist dialecti-

alism of Murti. However, it was the same trans-critical 'will
, 16

for the unconditioned considered also as liberty and power

which brought them both to their equally absolutist decision.

Murti commits himself to his dialectical reversal from the ideal

to the real nature of the 'Absolute', confessing without the sligh-

test critical caution his full support for the arbitrariness of

another, no less disputable modern authority, that of his teacher

Radhakrishnan, as 'unerringly' correct in the proposition: 'Buddha

did not doubt the reality of Nirvana (Absolute)' . His thesis

on this point has often been characterised and resolutely critici-
1 8

sed as an untenable doctrine of the 'negative absolute'

Evola's doctrine of the Absolute Self and the 'specific place

of the Ariya' in the 'race of the spirit, which is at least as

Important as that of the body', has been expounded in his book

Sintesi di dottrina della razza (Milan 1941). In the Doctrine

of Awakening he consequently pleads that 'above all, one must

rely on this strength to replace delight in craving ( kama-sukham )

1

9

by delight in heroism ( vlra-sukham)" . It follows that his abso-

lute 'Reality of Nirvana' is depicted with so much stronger col-

ours than Murti's obedience to absolute faith:

"we have purposely made considerable use of the term 'Olympian'

... From the ancient Mediterranean 'Olympian' world, where opposi-

tion between region of being and region of becoming, between the

cycle of generation and the super-world corresponds exactly to
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the Indo-Aryan opposition between saisaia and Nirvana , we derive

our highest heritage, that which the modern world has forgotten

but which still persisted In some measure amongst the Germanic

and Romanic elements of the best of the Middle Ages. The Olympian

view of life, to which every true ascetic value is intimately

bound, is the highest, the most original and the most Aryan of

the Uest. It holds the symbol of all that, in a higher sense,

can be called classical and aristocratic... In the second place,

ascesiss as affirmation of pure transcendency... can ensure that

the immobile is not overturned by the changeable, that forces

of centrality, farces of the world of being are set up against

forces of becoming..."

In the Index to Evola's Doctrine , the word abbidhamma is recor-

ded with only one reference in the penultimate chapter, centred

already on the advantages of the Mahaylna , 'Up to Zen': "... A

second aspect of the degeneration of Buddhism is the philosophical

one. Already the later part of the Pali Canon, the Abhidhamtna ,

often shows the same stereotyped, unalive and rationalistic pro-
2 1

file that belongs chiefly to our own medieval scholasticism"

In this connection there is no mention of the kbanlka-va<3a theory

of momentariness and irapermanence - anicca - of illusory aggre-

gates of sankhara-kkhanda (formations), the first of the three

essential tenets of the Buddha's fundamental teaching. Earlier,

when explaining "the overcoming of the belief in 'personality'

antanudi t ihi , and in its persistency", which "is a sign of a form

of 'ignorance'", Evola explains the principle of his 'determina-

tion of the vocations' in an extensive description of the prelimi-

naries for 'Practice' and 'The Qualities of the Combatant' dealt

with in Fart II of the book:

"One places oneself at a distancee until there is a feeling

that one's own person is a simple instrument of expression, some-

thing contingent which in due course will dissolve and disappear

in the samsaric current, without the super-mundane, Olympian nu-
22

cleus in ourselves being in the slightest degree prejudiced "

(3) The shadow that all these reflections ultimately casts on

Evola's judgement on Nibbana is expressed in the chapter dedicated

to its definition under his own fanciful designation with the
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French term Tbe Nonpareil , obviously to avoid the central concep-

tion of 'extinction'. For him It is 'a fact that is confirmed

by the whole Arlyan ascesis, in its comprehensive significance"

for which "we do not, therefore, propose to put forward a learned

argument designed to confute the Ideas of those who hold that

Nibbana is 'nothingness'. It could only occur to a chronic drun-

kard that the ending of intoxication was also the end of existence;

so only someone who knew nothing but the state of thirst and of

mania could think that the cessation of this state meant the end

of all life, 'nothingness'."

Referring to the authority of A.B. Keith's Buddhist Philosophy

{London 1923), Evola agress that "it has been said with justice

that... one must have always in mind the general Indo-Aryan con-

cept which indicates that the extinguishing of the fire is not

its annihilation, but its return to the invisible, pure, super-

sensible state in which it was before It manifested itself through
„23

a combustible ...

Speaking of 'extinction' in another context, in one of the

most detailed (and still, today, valuable) extensive analyses

of the central and unavoidable importance of the jhanas and saita-

dfli , Evola insinuates, however, shortly and most categorically

his thesis of reduction to Vedantar "Turlya, the unconditioned

state of the itml in the general Indo-Aryan tradition, would then
,,24

correspond to the state of nirvana in the Buddhist terminology

Murti sustains his and Radhakrishnan' s reduction of the

Buddha's teaching on nullity or nothingness - sunna-vlda (sunyat. i)

- to the Upanisadic teaching of Yajnavalkya in the Brhad-aranyaka-

upanisad (II 3, 6; III 9. 26; IV 2, 4; IV 4. 22), as "a close

parallel, as is pointed out by many scholars, (to) the Upanisadic

way of defining Brahman as 'neti' 'neti', as what cannot be grasp-

ed by speech, thought or senses,,. Far from being unreal on this

account, it is the sole reality, the soul of the universe "

According to the standard formulation In this Upanisad, "This

Self is not this, not this. He iB incomprehensible for He is

never comprehended. He Is unattached for He does not attach him-

self. He is unfettered. He does not suffer, He is not injured"

C Radhakrishnan ' s translation).
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For the same argument Evola uses rather the Christian analogy:

"As in the Carmelite symbolism of the ascent of the mountain,

the path which does not become lost, which leads straight to the

summit, is that to which are attributed the words: nada, nada,
25nada - nothing, nothing, nothing' . His conclusion in the last

chapter 'The ariya still gathered on the Vulture's Peak', admoni-
shes that "Anyone who can lay hands on the Buddhist texts or the

Bhagavad-gita or the Yoga and Vedanta texts should be able calmly
to close the doors on these modern publishers and commentators
and adaptors, leaving himself only the serious task of study and

2 6
achievement" . However, it remains established for Evola, and

he confirms it in several references to these systems, that "the

Samkhya theory relating to the purusha, and the Upanishad and

then Vedanta theory relating to the atma, have the same sense"

as "Bodhi, absolute Illumination" in Buddhism: "the Stma or puru-

sha is eternally present. It is not this that 'revolves', that
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'acts', that strives, that advj ..."

The Buddha's explicit answers to both positions, referring

to Samkhya dualism and to Vedantlc monism, standardised in two

alternative 'views' (ditchi) in Samyutta 35, suttas 23 and 92

- Sabbasutta, on the 'All', and Dvayasutta, on 'Duality' - sound

extremely clear and counter such argumentation extended throughout
millennia - just as fresh as if they were given to the present

readers

:

{S 35, 23} - And what, hhikkhus, is the all? It is eye and

object, ear and sound, nose and scent, tongue and savour,

body and tangible things, mind and mind-states (mano ca dhamma

ca). That, bhikkhus, is called 'the all*. Whoso, bhlkkhus,

should say: 'Rejecting this all, I will proclaim another all,'
- it would be mere talk on his part, and when questioned he

could not make good his boast, and further would come to an

ill pass. Why so? Because, bhikkhus, it would be beyond

his capacity to encompass it (a visayasroim ) .

(In S 35, 92, the word 'all' is replaced by 'duality' in the

same context ,

)

(4) Still on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of Evola's

death his merits and demerits for the cause of Buddhism in Italy

were rediscussed no less than the actuality of an apologetic fox

his neo-Fasclst activity. On the one side there was reconsidered

the inauspicious circumstances in the 'climate of the Fascist

era', on the other the weight he laid on the spurious 'arlyanity'

of the Indo-Germanic provenance of his Sicilian nobility (t <rned

separatist, by the way, at the end of the War). And these trends

still remain interwoven in the perennial conflict with 'Christian

Democracy'. Among Italian Buddhists (in their journal Paranlta),

some remain still completely and uncritically in Evola's favour,

while others tend almost equally to disqualify his attempts to

28
approach 'the doctrine of the Buddha'

Why then still so much discussion? From an outsider's stand-

point it seems to me that at least some problems thus raised can-

not yet be dismissed as barren and sterile. Evola's central thes-

es, embedded between two hard crusted covers, still contain in

their middle part an essentially good and reliable core on points

regarding which, in the meantime, several other more superficial,

'technically' streamlined, interpreters have missed their intrin-

sic essence. This must also have been the impression of H.E.Mus-

son, the English translator of The Doctrine of Awakening (publish-

ed in London 1951). In 1949 he became a Buddhist monk - Bhikkhu

Hanavira - at th<i Island Hermitage in Sri Lanka, where he died

in 1965, not long before the arrival at the same hermitage of

the author of the present survey, who read the same book at the

same time and under similar war-circumstances in Italy where it

appeared in 1943.

The first essential premise visualised under the pressure

of those most unfavourable conditions for the European reawakening
14

of Buddhism - prophesied already by Nietzsche whose strong ana

direct influence was often recognised by Evola - was on the first

pages of Evola's book: the 'aristocratic - aryan' requisite and

preliminary attainment of the initlatic ethos of gotra-bhu .

Evola did not formulate the explicit equation of his term

"aryan-ness' with the Pali gotra-bhu. According to the Pali Text

Society's Dictionary, "there is no word in English for gotta (Ved-

ic gotra, to go) - ancestry, lineage...". In H 142 (PTS ed . , Vol.

III. 25%) there is a reference to anagataaaddhanan gotrabhvno,

translatable is 'to those who have not brought to an end or stand-
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still" - 'to erasure, abrasion , dissolution and disintegration

(parimaddnita )
'

, their genealogical (gotra) dependence of their

being (finu) in the world*. According to Buddhadatta 's Dictionary,

a gotrabiiu is 'one who destroys the lineage'. Nyanatiloka in

his Buddhist Dictionary designates, with reference to Puggala-

Panriatti 10, 'gotrabhu: lit. who has entered the lineage (of

th<* Noble Ones), i.e. the Matured One*. Cotrabhu-citta , 'Maturity

-Moment' is 'immediately preceding the entering into an absorption

(jhana) or into of of the supermundane paths'. In Puggala-Pannat-

ti 10, the 'Matured One' is described as 'He who is endowed with

those things, immediately upon which follows the entrance into

the noble path {ariga-magga)' . In the Commentary to this passage

it is said: 'He who through perceivinp, NirvSna leaves behind

the whole mulititude of worldlings (putfiuj jana ) , the family of

worldlings, the circle of worldlings, the designation of a world-

ling and enters into the multitude of the Noble Ones, the family

of the Noble Ones, and reaches the designation of Noble One, such

being is called a Mature One ( gotra-bhu

)

.

'

How far does Evola's interpretation of 'Aryan-ness' correspond

contextually to a comparatively authentic meaning of this apocaly-

ptic premonition which may have also have predetermined the Haha-

yanist alternative described on the turning-point from Ch.X -

on 'The Void' - 'If the mind does not break'- to Ch.XI - 'Up to

Zen'?

Evola's forboding of his personal Fascist tragedy is underlin-

ed in his quotation from the Pra jnaparamita (1,35) in Ch.X:

"If, indeed, by this doctrine, by this exposition, the mind

of one who aspires to illumination is not cast down, does

not feel the abyss / does not sink /, does not feel anguish,

if his spirit - is not seized, if he is not as though with

a broken back , is not alarmed, does not feel terror - then

such a one is to be instructed in the fullness of transcendent

knowledge ,

"

(5) The second part of Evola's Doctrine, on the Practice of Bud-

dhist Ascesis, whose Principles have been set forth in Part I,

is centred in Chapters V-Vl on 'the Four Jhana ' and the 'States

Free from Form and the Extinction'. These chapters (pp. 182-228)

.

contain mainly what has been designated above as the 'essentially

good and reliable core... embedded between two hard crusted covers'

technically reduced to serve as a pedestal without any concern

about the original purpose of the ethical or even aesthetic func-

tion of the whole work 'that should be in keeping with the moral

aim of him who yearns to proceed on this peaceful way '.

The teaching of the four Jhana is preceded, in Ch.III of Part

II, by an exposition of the threefold division of the eightfold

path of training {sikkha) in ascetic purification, under the title

'Rightness', leading to 'consolidation of the spirit* (p.H8 ff).

The threefold division of the path consists of:

1. adhi -slla-sikktia , cultivation of transcendental morality by

2. adhl-cltta-sikkha , the ethos of knowledge to

3. adhi-panna-sikkhZ , the ripeness of liberating wisdom.

These three levels of the spiritually informed Path of Purifi-

cation ( visuddhi -magga ) correspond to the tran'scendental structure

of slla -sauiadbi -paiina , explained in D 16 as follows:

"It is through not understanding, not penetrating noble moral-

ity... noble concentration... noble wisdom... noble deliveran-

ce that I, as well as you, have had for such a long time to

pass through this round of rebirths."

Evola sums up the Implicit meaning of the transcendental

"ought' in conformity with the aprioristic structure of Kantian

Practical Reason: "Thus, by 'Tightness' we must understand more

than an accepted morality; it is rather as internal mode, a capa-

city for standing fast at all times without deviating or wavering,

by eliminating every tinge of tortuousness . . . the "virtues' are

essentially so many duties to oneself which the re-awakened inter-

ior sensibility brings to light; but once they have been put into

practice, they encourage, strengthen and establish a state of

calm, of transparency of mind and of spirit, of balance and of

'Justice', by which every other discipline or technique is made

easier." - "And if this mastery is not to be an entirely psycho -

logical charac ter . and therefore ephemeral , the ascetic must,

in his earthly existence, have developed to a high degree both

the contemplations that produce a superior calm (samatha) and

the 'wisdom" that is closely connected with the will for the un-
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conditioned which leads to change of heart and detachment, and

which brings realisation of the non-substantiality of all that

29
is samsaric ( vipassana )"

Evola's criticism of the 'ephemeral reduction of various asce-

tic disciplines' to 'an entirely psychological character' is di-

rected primarily against its psychoanalyst interpretations. It

was in the situation between the two Wars that he was Justified,

at the beginning of his Doctrine, in stating: "We need hardly

discuss the low level to which asceticism has been brought by

recent 'psycho-analytical' interpretations. In the West, then,

a tight net of misunderstanding and prejudice has been drawn round

asceticism

Speaking in terms of Vasubandhu ' s Abhldharmakosa (fifth cent,

A.C.), the entity of antarabhava "has a pre- and inter-natal exis-

tence; nourished by 'desire' and carried by impulses fed by other

lives, it seeks to manifest itself in a new existence." With

reference to this "the doctrine in question is singularly in agree-

ment with what 'psycho-analysis' - even with its various deforma-

tions and exaggerations - has presented to our modern eyes in

„31
the guise of theories of the libido, .

.

In further references, Evola insists particularly "to put

us on our guard against the exclusively psycho-analytical and

Freudian interpretation that, in dealing with sexual impulses

and, in general, the libido, admits of no other action than either

'repression' - Verdrhngung - which creates hysteria and neuroses,

or alternatively 'transposition' and 'sublimation'. A high ascesis

is neither one nor the other, and we must be very careful that

during development we maintain a Just balance and that the central

force, spiritually virile and awakened and strengthened by the

various disciplines, gradually absorbs the whole of the energies

which call for expression once the road to animal generation is

barred... How important it is to divert the basic energy of life

from subjection to the samsaric law of craving and thirst, which

is clearly dominant in the field of sex is clearly illustra tedd

,

moreover, by the Buddhist simile which states... this precept

of slla... A particular rule of slla . . . is abstention from 'strong'
3 2

or intoxicating substances...

(To be concluded 1
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ARTHUR WALEY, D.T. SUZUKI AND HU SHIH:

NEW LIGHT ON THE 'ZEN AMD HISTORY' CONTROVERSY

T.H. Barrett

Many Western students of Zen are familiar with the controversy

over the relationship between Zen and history associated with

the names of Hu Shih (1891-1962) and D.T. Suzuki (1870-1966).

The former, a champion of Chinese culture without personal reli-

gious convictions , published in 1953 an article on Zen in China

specifically aimed at refuting the approach to this topic es-

poused by 'my learned friend, Dr. Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki' ; the

latter in the same periodical published a spirited defence, a

'Reply to Hu Shih', suggesting that Hu ' s strictly historical

approach failed to grasp the meaning of Zen . Such a conflict

between East Asian scholars already well known in the West as

interpreters of East Asian civilisation prompted a further arti-

cle reviewing the debate by Van Meter Ames, an American professor

of philosophy, in the following year , and in 1955 a final after-

word by Arthur Waley (1889-1968), the famous British Orientalist,

summing up the arguments, but giving greater credit to Hu than

to Suzuki. In Waley 's closing words, however, he was concili-

atory:

"Suzuki need not feel he is a "sinner" (he actually uses

this word) if he has sometimes dabbled in history, for apart

from the mundane there is no transcendental. Still less need

he ask Hu to join him in his peccavi , for if there were no

Hus there would be no Suzukis

A fitting conclusion, considering that it was he who had

unwittingly started the controversy between Hu and Suzuki in

the first place - and maybe the centenary year of Waley's birth

is a fitting time to establish the point. For one must under-

stand that the debate conducted at this time in English represen-

ted but the tip of an iceberg - Suzuki's 'Collected Works" in

Japanese run to some thirty-two volumes, and even though the

bulk of Hu Shin's equally impressive 'Collected Works' do not

touch upon Zen at all, the anthology of his writings on this

topic put together in 1975 by Yanagida Seizan, Japan's greatest

authority on the history of Chinese Zen, still forms a very sub-
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stantial tome . In an introductory survey of the long dispute

between Suzuki and Hu , Professor Yanagida quotes an essay on

Hu Shih written in Japanese by Suzuki in 1948, which traces their

mutual involvement in Zen studies back to 1927 . In this year

Suzuki published his 'First Series' of essays in zen Buddnism

through Luzac in London, and was surprised to be treated to a

short, unsigned, but evidently well-informed review in the rimes

Literary Supplement. Particularly intriguing is its latter half:

'It is singularly unfortunate that Dr. Suzuki is unaware

of Pelliot's researches, which go far to proving that Zen

grew up as a movement within the Chinese Buddhist Church,

and was not introduced from India, It is very pardonable

(considering the distance between Tokyo and Paris) that he

is also unfamiliar with the important Zen documents at the

Bibliotheque Nationale, which also throw much new light on
ft

the early history of the sect' .

Suzuki confessed that he was completely unable to think of

anyone in Britain capable of such a review but, three or four

years later, when he learned via a Korean scholar who was a mutu-

al acquaintance that Hu possessed photostats of the Leng-chia

shi-tzu chi, an early Zen history preserved at the Bibliotheque

Nationale, he realised that Hu had been in London and Paris in

9
1926: the review must have been his , Hu had indeed been visit-

ing London, Paris, Frankfurt and 'British universities' between

early August and Hew Year's Eve, 1926, initially as part of Lord

Willingdon's committee reviewing the use of the Boxer Indemnity

Funds; he had also made important discoveries for rewriting the

history of Zen in China both at the Bibliotheque Nationale and

at the British Museum , among the manuscripts removed by Pelliot

and Sir Aurel Stein from a thousand-year old library discovered

at Tun-huang In northwest China. But the review, for all that

it did to prompt Suzuki's interest in (and eventual direct con-

tact with) Hu , was not by him: It was, unless I am very much

mistaken, by Waley.

Now when F.A, Johns published his Bibliography of Ualey's wri-

tings in 1968, he knew that Waley made 'numerous contributions

to the Times Literary BuppJemenc between 1920 and 1958', but was
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I !not allowed to check the files to remove the cloak of anonymity

In this case, however, a check is hardly necessary: by 1927 Waley

was already the leading British authority on Zen , and, most

significantly, had already written (besides a review of a work
1

3

by M. Anesaki on Japanese religion) a lengthy and signed review

of a book on Zen written in Germany by S. Ohasama , In this

review, which appeared in 1925, we already find a discussion

of the historicity of Bodhidharma, the figure traditionally seen

as linking East Asian Zen with India, based on 'Pelliot's resea-
15ches , These are in fact buried in a long article by the fa-

mous savant on Six Dynasties and T'ang painters which had appear-

ed in 1923 . Here Pelliot even refers to materials on Bodhi-

dharma among the Bibliotheque Rationale Tun-huang manuscripts 17
,

though the references in the TLS book review Bay reflect Haley's

early awareness of Hu Shih ' s finds as well. It may be that Hu ,

too, was aware of Pelliot's work - this would make his own 1927

essay on Bodhidharma (in Chinese) a shade less original than
1 ft

it has been considered so far - but the odds are on Waley as

the reviewer in any case, as an established authority already

in contact with the TLS.

In the autumn of 1974 my good friend John McRae was a student

of Yanagida Seizan in Kyoto. He arranged that I should travel

from Tokyo to visit Professor Yanagida, but I was asked if I

could copy out the review from the holdings of the Diet Library,

Tokyo, for inclusion in the then forthcoming volume of Hu's wri-

tings on Zen. In return I was received with great courtesy and

generosity in the Professor's own home. The conversation natur-

ally turned to the question of Zen and history, and Professor

Yanagida, who has always himself displayed an impeccable histori-

cal sensitivity in treating the many bibliographical problems

raised by the texts of early Chinese Zen, explained (drawing

also on the writings of the great Japanese master, Hakuin, for

comparison) that after all Hu Shih had got it wrong: the truths

of Zen are more akin to the truths of literature than to those

of history. It was a pity that Suzuki, on the other hand, had

made his counter-arguments 'a little bit too interesting!'

I do not regret my part in securing the inclusion of Haley's

review among Hu Shih's writings: after all, at the very least
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it formed part of Suzuki's image of Hu . And if the 'Zen and

history' controversy has itself its own history, perhaps, too,

it has its own Zen.

*******

But this story has just one more little twist in the tail. I

drafted the foregoing account in September 1989, just before

a visit to America which allowed me to meet again for the first

time in many years John McRae and other scholars far more estab-

lished in Zen studies than myself: I did not take tny draft with

me, because 1 had not had time to consult the second edition

of the Johns bibliography which, I hoped, might contain more

information. But I did announce my findings in America, and

encountered a certain degree of reluctance to believe that when

Hu and Suzuki eventually met they did not discuss the TLS review

and settle the question of its authorship.

On my return I was able to consult the second edition of Johns,

which announced that access had been granted to the TLS files,
19allowing a certain number of reviews to be attributed to Waley

Yet the Suzuki review was not listed. Was I wrong? Or had Johns

not bothered with short notices? On 29 November 1989 I wrote

to the TLS, and on 4 December received a reply from Melanie Aspey

,

Group Records Manager, News International pic. The key sentence

reads:

'I am pleased to confirm your belief that Arthur Waley

reviewed a work by D.T. Suzuki on August 25 1927*.

T.H. Barrett

(Professor at History

.

SOAS, London University

)

NOTES

Bu ' s own beliefs were in fact published in English in the American Bagaslne

forum 85.2 (February 1931), pp. 114-22, under the title 'What I Believe*: he

was an admirer of early Chinese critics of Buddhism and also of Dewey's prag-

matism .

2
See p. 3 of his Ch an (Zen) Buddhism in China: Its History and Method ,

in Philosophy Bast and West 3 (1953), pp. 3-24,
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'Zen: a Reply to Hu Shin', 16., pp. 25-46

u
,

Zen and Pragmatism, ib. A (1954), pp. 19-33.

See p. 78 of Arthur Ualey, 'History and Religion', ib. 5 (1955), pp.75-B.

Yanaglda Seizan, ed , , Hu Sbih Ch'an hsueh-an, Taipei 1975.

Hu Shih Ch'an hsUeh-an
, pp. 32- 3, quoting Suzuki's Suzuiti Daisetsu zenshS

,

bekkan (i.e. supplement) 2 (Tokyo 1971), pp. 351-2: this reprints on pp. 351-

6 Suzuki's 'Ko Seki sense!', first published in the literary magazine Sungei

Shunju, 26.7, In 1948.

The times Literary Supplement, Thursday 25 August 1927, p. 579; reprinted

in Hu shib Ch'an hsueh-an
, p. 724,

9
Suzuki Daisetsu zenshu , bekkan 2, p. 352.

10
See in Chinese p. 8 of Hu Sung-p'ing, 'Hu Shih hsien-sheng nien-p'u chien-

pten', Ta-iu tsa-e-hih 43.1 (July 1971), pp. 1-33: this is much fuller than

the chronology in «u Shih Ch'an hsueh-an, pp. 47-52.

11

12

P. A. Johns, A Bibliography of Arthur Waley (New Brunswick 1968), p. 139.

See Ivan Morris, cd., Madly Singing in the Hountains (London 1970), pp. 68,

314-23.

M. Anesaki, Quelques pages stir 1'histoire religieuse du Japon (Paris 1921),

revlwed in JRAS (January 1923), p. 124.

14
Serine j Ohasama, Zen, der lebendige Buddhismus in Japan (Stuttgart 1921),

reviewed by Waley In Artibus Asiae I (1925), pp. 237-39.

See the section on the 'Historicity of Bodhidharma' on pp. 238-9 of the

review cited in the preceding note, Waley had much earlier acquired a profes-

sional Intel em in Bodhidharma through his work cataloguing paintings in the

British Museum: see Morris, Madly Singing in the Mountains, p.41.

Paul Pelliot, 'Notes sur quelques artistes des Six Dynasties et des T'ang',

T'oung Pao 22 (1923), pp. 215-91.

See the references to manuscripts p. 2460 and P. 3181 in the footnote on

p. 255 of the article cited in the preceding note: these manuscripts were not

taken up by Hu Shih in his studies.

18
This study, 'P'u-t'i-ta-mo k'ao', is reprinted in Hu Shih Ch'an hsueh-an,

pp. 53-62; it uses (aside from materials employed by Pelliot) other evidence

preserved only in Japan. Pelliot himself was aware in 1923 that Matsumoto
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Bunzaburo had already investigated the Bodhidharma story, but states that

he had not secured a copy of Matsumoto 's work. Neither have I, but in his

Daruma no kenkyu (Tokyo 1942), preface, p. 3, he states that even before the

appearance of his first work on Bodhidharma in 1911 another Japanese scholar,

Sakalno Tetsu, had started to re-examine the sources on Bodhidharma in an

outline of Chinese Buddhist history published in 1907.

19
F.A, Johns., A Bibliography of Arthur Waley (second edition: London and

Atlantic Heights, N.J., 1988), p.xii: Pp. 110-13 show that Waley reviewed

several books on Buddhism for the TLS from 1922 to 1927,
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EKOTTARAGAMA tX)

traduit de la version chinoise par

Thich Huygg-Vi

Fascicule cinquieme

Paitte L2
1

2. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois le Bouddha residalt a SravastI,

dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d ' Anathapindada . Alors le Tatha-

gata disait aux bhiksu: Dans ce monde, je ne vols aucun moyen
capable d'aneantlr rapideraent la halne comme la vie de purete
(brahmacatya ) . C'est pourquoi, S bhiksu, on doit pratiquer la

parlence dans ses actes, ses paroles et ses pensees. Ainsi,

on dolt s"y exercer. Alors ayant entendu ces precleux conseils

du Bouddha, les hhiksu etaienc heureux et les mettaient respectu-
esement en pratique.

3. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois le Bouddha resldait a SravastI,

dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d 'Anathapindada . Alors le Bhagavat,

It Bienheureux disait aux bhiksu: S ' 11 j- a quelqu'un qui vient
2en ce bas-monde , il est ador£ par les dieux, les humalns, les

demons, les sramana, les brahmana. Nul n'est comparable a

I] est le supreme champ de merite, le plus venerable. Qui est

cette personnel! C'est le Bhagavat, l'Arhat, le Samyak-Sambuddha

.

2Quand il vient en ce bas-monde , 11 surpasse les dieux, les hu-
malns, les demons, les sramana , les brahmana, il est tres supreme.

Nul ne peut se mesurer a lui. Premier en vertu, 11 merite d'etre
"erere. C'est pourquoi, S bhiksu, on doit toujours offrir ses

services an Tathagata. Ainsi, 8 bhiksu, on doit s'y exercer.

Alors ayant entendu ces pr6cieux conseils du Bouddha les bhiksu

^talent heureux et les mettaient respectuesement en pratique.

h. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. ijne lots le Bouddha resldait a SiSvastI,

... Aluts le Tathagata disait aux bhiksu: Celui qui visits un

;.iaiode, est considers comae, s'ii m'a deja rendu visite. Celui

qui a visite un malade, t;i conuide,r6 comme s ' 11 a'a rendu n&ite.
Pourquoi? C'est parce que j'al toujours envie de visiter les

inalades. bhiksu, paxa les dieux, les humains, les deu,.
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les sramana, les brShmana , il n'y a pas de meilleur moyen de

faire le bien que de visiter des malades . C'est cette maniere

de faire le blen qui pourrait obcenir de grands resultats, de

grands merites, de grande reputation, de la valeur aboutissant

dans l'immortalite
3

. Comme 11 est dit. le Tathagata, le Supreme

Evellle, a connu le meilleur moyen de faire du bien. Men n'est

meilleur que d'aller visiter les malades. Reellement cette ma-

niere permet d'acquerir de grands resultats, de grands merites.

Aujourd'hui. profitant de cette occasion, je vous conseille d'al-

ler voir frequemment les malades, comme si vous allez me rendre

visite*. Pendant bien longtemps vous auriez du bonheur .
Ainsi,

ayant entendu ces precieux consgils du Bouddha. les bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettalent respec tuesement en pratique.

5. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois le Bouddha residalt a SravastI,

Alors le Bhagavat disait aux bhiksu: S'il y a quelqu'un

qui loue l'Aranyaka
5

, c'est qu'il loue le Bouddha. Pourquoi?

C'est parce que je loue toujours l'Aranyaka. S'il y a quelqu'un

qui calomnie l'Aranyaka, c'est qu'il me caloranie
.

S'il y a quel-

qu'un qui loue la mendicite, c'est qu'il loue le Bouddha. Pour-

quoi? C'est parce que le Bouddha loue toujours la mendicite.

S'il y a quelqu'un qui blSme la mendicite. c'est qu'il blime

le Bouddha. S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue le r ien-que-s * asseoir ,

c'est qu'il loue mon enseignement . Pourquoi? C'est parce que

je loue toujours le r ien-que-s ' asseoir . Au contraire s'il y a

quelqu'un qui blSme le rien-que-s 'asseoir , c'est qu'il me blame.

S'il y quelqu'un qui loue le manger pris a la fois, c'est qu'il

loue le Bouddha. Pourquoi? C'est parce que le Bouddha loue sou-

vent le manger pris a la fois. S'il y a quelqu'un qui blame

le manger pris a la fois, il blSme le Bouddha. S'il y a quelqu'un

qui loue la maniere de s'asseoir au pled d'un arbre
,
c'est qu'il

loue le Bouddha. Pourquoi? C'est parce que je m'assieds le plus

souvent au pied d'un arbre. S'il y a quelqu'un qui blame cette

maniere de s'asseoir, c'est qu'il me blSme . S'il y a quelqu'un

qui loue la vie en plein air, c'est qu'il loue 1 ' enseignement

que j'ai souvent donne. Pourquoi? C'est parce que je fais souvent

des louanges a ce sujet. Au contraire, s'U y a quelqu'un qui

blame cette vie en plein air, c'est qu'il me blame . S'il y a

quelqu'un qui loue la solitude, c'est qu'il loue ce que je con-
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seille. Pourquoi? C'est parce que je loue souvent la solitude.

S'il y a quelqu'un qui bla"me ce que je conseille, c'est qu'il

me blSme. S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue l'usage de l'hablt a cinq
7

pieces , c'est qu il loue ce que je conseille. Pourquoi? Parce

que j'ai toujours conseille de porter l'hablt a cinq pieces.

S'il y a quelqu'un qui blame l'usage de l'hablt a cinq pieces,

c'est qu'il me blame. S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue l'usage de

trois robes seulement, c'est qu'il loue ce que je conseille.

Pourquoi? Parce que j'ai toujours fait des louanges de l'usage

de trois robes seulement. Au contraire, s'il y a quelqu'un qui

blame ce que je conseille, c'est qu'il me blame. S'il y a quel-

qu'un qui loue le conseil de vlvre dans un cimetidre, c'est qu'il

me loue. Pourquoi? Parce que j'ai souvent conseille de vlvre

dans un ciraetiere. Au contraire, s'il y a quelqu'un qui blame

ce conseil, c'est qu'il me blame, S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue

le conseil de prendre un seul repas par jour, c'est qu'il me

loue. Pourquoi? Parce que j'ai souvent loue la prise d'un seul

repas par jour. Au contraire, s'il y a quelqu'un qui blame ce

conseil de prendre un seul repas par jour, c'est qu'il me blSme .

S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue le seul repas du midi, c'est qu'il

me loue. Pourquoi? Parce que j'ai souvent loue le seul repas

du midi. S'il y a quelqu'un qui blame la meme chase, c'est qu'il

me blame. S'il y a quelqu'un qui loue la pratique du Dhutaiiga,

c'est qu'il me loue. Pourquoi? Parce que j'ai souvent lou£ ceux

qui pratiqent cette vertu de Dhutahga. Au contraire, s'il y

a quelqu'un qui blame cette vertu, c'est qu'il me blame. Aujourd'

hui je conseille tous les bhiksu de faire comme le disciple Kaha-

Kasyapa, d "observer sans faille cette pratique. Parce que le dis-

ciple Kaha-Kasyapa toutes les vertus ci-dessus. C'est pourquoi

les bhiksu doivent apprendre et appliquer serieusement la doc-

trine. Ainsi, ayant entendu ces precieux conseils du Bouddha ,

tous les bhiksu ^talent heureux et les mettaient respectueusement

en pratique.

6. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. line fois le Bouddha resldait a Rajagrha,

dans le J&rd.ln de Bambou , au [terrain de la Nourriture] des Ecur-

euils, avec ses grands disciples au nombre de cinq cents. Alors

le venerable Maha-Kasyapa , vlvant dans un milieu solitaire,

allait demander de la nourriture de maison en maison sans faire
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distinction de riche ou pauvre. II ne changeait point sa place

de meditation. II s'asseyait au pied d'un arbre paisible. I

portait l'hablt a cinq pieces et faisait usage de trois robes

seulement. II faisait aussi la meditation dans un cimetere.

II ne prenait qu ' un repas au oldi par jour, II pratiqualt tou-

jours l'ascetisme malgre son troisieme Sge . Alors apres avoir

pris son repas, 11 se rendait au pied d'un arbre pour mediter.

Aprds la meditation, 11 se levait, arrangeait sa robe et se ren-

dait chez le Tathagata. En le voyant s'approcher, le Tathagata

lui disait: Blenvenu, Kasyapa! Celui-ci s'avancait et se proster-

nait au-pled du Tathagata. Alors le Bhagavat lui disait: Kasyapa,

maintenant vous §tes avance dans l'Sge. Vous marchez peniblement

.

Vous ne devez pas aller quemander la nourriture, il faut abandon-

ner l'ascetisme... et prendre s'il le faut le train d'un bourgois

aise et reprendre la vie d'un laic. Le venerable Kasyapa repon-

dait: Aujourd'hui, je m'exeuse de ne pas suivre ces conseils

du Tathagata. Pourquoi? Parce que si je ne parvenais au stade

de Bouddha, je deviendrais un Pratyekabouddha . Mais pour le

devenir, il faut appliquer de tour son coeur le pratique d'Aran-

yaka, aller demander de la nourriture sans faire distinction

des maisons pauvres ou riches, prendre toujours une place fixe,

s'asseoir au pled d'un arbre ou dans un endroit solitaire, porter

l'hablt a cinq pieces, faire usage de trois robes seulement,

demeurer dans un cimetidre ou ne prendre qu'un repas par Jour

juste a raid! ou blen pratiquer l'ascetisme [des autres pratiques]

de Dhutanga. Par consequent, je n'ose pas abandon-ner le principe

fondamental deja pratique pour apprendre un autre. Le Tathagata

repondit: Blen, c'est tr6s bien! Kasyapa! Vous €tes tres utile,

car vous pouvez aider un nombre immensurable de gens. II vous

est possible d'aider mgme les dieux, les humains. Pourquoi?

Parce que, 8 Kasyapa, si l'on pratique l'ascetisme de Dhutanga

dans ce monde, ma doctrine s'y perp^tuera pendant bien longtemps.

Si elle se perpetue dans ce monde, la vole celeste sera augmentee

et les trois mauvaises voies seront diminuees. Les voies permet-

tant l'acces au stade de Srotaapanna, de Sakrdagamin et de An5-

garain dureront dans ce monde. 6 bhiksu! Pour pratiquer la reli-

gion vous devez suivre l'exemple du Venerable KaSyapa . C'est

ainsi que vous devez vous exercer, Alors les bhiksu, ayant en-
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tendu ces precieux conseils du Bouddha , etaient heureux et les

raettaient respectuesement en pratique.

7, 'Ainsl ai-je entendu. Line fois le Bouddha residait a Sravastf

dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d ' Anathapindada . Alors le Bhagavat

disait aux bhiksu: Jouir du contort est tres dangereux. Cela

vous emp^che de devenir un Bouddha. Pourquoi? bhiksu! Devadat-

ta est parmi les ignorants, Tl conseille au prince Ajatasatru

de preparer cinq cents narmites d'aliments pour of frit au Samgha

bouddhique et le prince n'en rkase pas. Ignorant qu'il est,

Devadatta ne fait pas cette betise . Mais chaque Jour, le prince

AjataSatru prepare cinq cents marmites d'aliments pour offrir

au Samgha . [Le coitiplot et les actes de mauvais dessein de Deva-

datta sont motives par son dSsir ardent d'etre ie chef du Samgha.)

C'est pourquoi Devadatta commet les cinq peches graves et re-

coit les penitences du Mahavlci. De par ce Cait, on doit savoir

que jouir du confort est dangereux, on ne peut pas devenir un

Bouddha. S'il y a quelqu'un qui n'a pas encore le desir de jouir

du confort, il faut s'en abstenir. Celui qui a ce d^sir , il

faut s'en debarrasser. Ainsi les bhiksu, ayant entendu ces pre-

cieux conseils du Bouddha, etaient heureux et les mettaient re-

spectuesement en pratique.

8. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu, Une fois le Bouddha residait A Rajagrha,

sur la montagne Grdhrakuta, avec une grande assemblee de cinq

cents bhiksu. Alors Devadatta tentait de detruire le Samgha

en le perturbant . II tentait de detruire 1
' enseignement du Tatha-

gata. 11 poussait Ajatasatru a tuer le roi son pere et il (Deva-

datta) tua un bhiksunT qui etait une Arhatl. Au milieu du Samgha

il disait ceci: Oil se trouve le mal, d'ou vient le mal? Qui fait

le mal? Qui en supporte le resultat? Je ne fais pas de mal mais

j
' en supporte la consequence. - A ce moment, il y avait plusiers

bhiksu qui se rendaient a la capitale Rajagrha pour qu^mander

de la nourriture. lis entersdaient toutes les paroles de Devadat-

ta qui s'exprimait ainse devant le Samgha: Ou se trouve le mal?

D'oi'i vient le mal? Qui fair le mal? Qui en supporte la consequen-

ce? Quand les bhiksu avaient termine leur repas, range leur

robe, leur bol d'aumone, remis leur natte sur l'epaule droit.e,

ils se rendaient devant le Bhagavat, se prosternalent a ses pieds

.

puis venaient s'asseoir a son c6t£. Alors plusiettrs d'entre
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eux deroanda ient au Bienheureux: Devadatta, un ignorant parmi

le Samgha, a souvent repete ceci: Pourquoi le malfaiteur ne re-

colt-il pas de punitions et le bienfaiteur n'est pas recompense?

Tous ces gens ne recoivent-ils pas de bonnes ni de mauvaises

consequences? Alors le Bhagavat repondit aux bhiksu: Les bonnes

et les mauvaises actions ont toutes leurs consequences . Si Deva-

datta savait cela, il serait inquiete, attriste. La sueur , les

larmes couleraient de haut en bas sur sa figure. Pulsque Devadat-

ta ne connalt pas la causaiite, les bhiksu devaient lul dire

clairement que nul ne peur eviter les consequences de ses actes.

Les malfaiteurs recevront le malheur; les bienfaiteurs le bonheur

.

Alors le Bienheureux prononcait cette gatha:

L'horame stupide compendra s'il se met a penser que les mau-

vaises actions ne sont jamais recompensees

.

Moi , je sais surement

,

Que la causaiite prendra necessairement son Jeu.

Ainsi les bhiksu doivent eviter tout le mal, et faire le bien

sans telUche. Alors, ayant entendu ces precieux conseils du

Bouddha, ils etaient heureux et les mettaient respectueusement

en pratique.

9. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois le Bouddha residait a Sravasti

dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d ' Anathapindada . Alors le Bhagavat

disait aux bhiksu: Recevoir des dons et en tirer profit immerite

est tres dur. Ce n'est pas facile. II serait penible aux profi-

teurs de parvenir a l'etat de nnn-agir, e'est-a-dire de realiser

la sortie finale. Pourquoi? Parce que le profit a des consequen-

ces serleuses. C'est d'enlever d'abord la peau, ensuite de de-
12

charner les os , puis de p^netrer dans les moelles . Done les

bhiksu doivent employer des moyens salvifiques pour savoir que

le danger du profit est tres serieux. Si vous n'avez pas encore

1
' id6e de tirer profit, il faut vous stopper. Si quelqu'un a

deja cette idee , il faut l'aneantir. Ainsi, les bhiksu doivent

faire attention a ce sujet ci-dessus. Alors, ayant entendu ces

precieux conseils du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les

mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

10, 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois le Bouddha residait a Sravastl

dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d 'Anathapindada . Alors le Bhagavat

disait aux bhiksu: Ceux qui profitent Jsans le meriter] des autres
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poui vivre le trouveront difficile de parvenlr a i'etat de non-

agir, c'eat-a-dire de realiser la sortie finale. Pourquoi? Si

le hhiksu Lo che Lo (
. *Fl ftfi^.) n'avait pas tire profit des autres

pour vivre, s'ii n'avait pas commis d ' innombrables tueries, il

tie renaltra pas dans l'enfer apres sa irort, Alors le Bhagavat

prononca r.ette gatha ci-dessous:

Quand pour vivre, on tire des autres de grands profits [imnier-

itesl.

On risque ainsi de perdre sa probite a l'egard d'autrul.

Ne cherchons done pas la nourriture des plaisirs.

Li che lo par le surces de sa meditation

Puisse acceder jusqu'au palais de Sakra

.

Mais tnaintenant tous ses pouvoirs magiques sont enleves

Car il est condamne a l'enfer pour itre un boucher

.

Par consequent, les bhiksu obliges d'enployer des raoyens sal-

vifiques doivent se rendre compte que tirer profit des autres

est chose extr§mement delicate. Ainsi lis doivent approfondir

la doctrine. Celui qui n'a pas encore 1
' idee de tirer profit

] mmerit e , il doit la maltriser. Se la laissez pas se prodiire.

Celui qui par malheur a deja cetce idee, il doit par tous les

moyens l'aneantir. Les hhiksu doivent s'exercer a bien pratiquer

la doctrine. Alors, ayant entendu ces paroles precieusss du

Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les mettaient respec tueuse-

ment en pratique.'

NOTES

Voir T2, 569bl3 et sun.

BSI IV, 2, p. 128, 20: Velui qui vlenr en ce bas-monde' et ibid., p. 131

'1.5.

3
.It . amrtA-dhaiiii<i -rasa.

Cette section suit la veme au Vinalakirtinirdeea III, 76; cf. E. Uamot.e,

L' Enseignement de Vimalaktrti . p. 217. Ce passage de l'EA aurart pu inspire

l'auteur nu les auteurs du Nirdesa. Cf. aussi LEnseignement, chapitrs IV,

' consolations au maiade'.

, .[}. 'celui qui vit dan? le f orSt . recherche la solitude, vtt com"'

PTSDict. 76 (araT>Tiakai. Ouant aux tfhuta-guna, voir BSP. EI]

I, n.4, Voir aussi Hgerton, BHSDir- . . p. 286.
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8

6
Aussi, 'le siege solitaire" - peut-etre une reference au 13e dhutanga,

c.a.d., dormlr dans une position assise (sans jamais s'allonger).

7
Cf. BSR II, 1-2. P- 46, n.22.

Au sujet de NahS-Kassapa/Mahi-Kisyapa . voir G.P. Malalasekera. Dictionary

Ot Pili Proper Names II, p. 476 et suiv.; E. Lamotte. L- Enseignement , p. 149

el suiv., n.18.

Selon les sources dont nous disposons, le Bouddha a conseille au Kaha-

Kasyapa age de renoncer les pratiques dhutanga extremes en faveur de la vie

monastique nornale, Mais il est assez etrange que, selon ce passage de VBk,

le Bouddha est donne cone ayant suggere a Maha-Kasyapa un retour a la vie

lalque. Parfois, eomme nous savons d'apres les Nikaya, le Bouddha employait

3e l'ironie. Peut-etre ici aussi, le Bouddha se livre au badinage,

9

10

'Cette bitise' de fournir vraiment trop de nourriture au Sarogha.

En verity Devadatta n'a pa commis tous Les cinq 'peches graves', mais

seulement trois. Cf. BSR V, 2, p.H3 et suiv., n.3, 4.

11 Tirer profit de (lit. 'se nourrir par raoyen de profit ' *4 fc ) ' terme pre-

joratif deslgnant la nourriture, les boissons, le habillements. les medica-

ments, toutes choses offertes par les donateurs au Samgha qui ne se respecte

pas, qui ne se purlfie pas.

12
'C'est d'enlever d'abord la peau . . les ittoelles' se refere aux genres de

punitlon dans leurs prochaines vies qui attended les faux tnembres du Saingha

qui s'enjouient de tout le soutien des laics sans le miriter.
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A NOTE ON THE ORIGIN OF THE PffLI DHAMMAPADA VERSES

Ms sim Cohen

The purpose of this 'note" is twofold: first, to provide up-

to-date material on the parallels to the Pali Dhammapada (Dhp)

and between the various Dharmapadas, as well as comments on their

relative antiquity; second, to develop a thesis on the origin

of the Dhp, hinted at elsewhere , and which is based on con-

textual and literary evidence. It may stimulate further investi-

gations on this matter and, if carried out by more able resear-

chers, the outcome may prove fruitful and our knowledge concern-

ing the origin of the Pali Dhp stanzas enriched.

1, The Dhp is, admittedly, the most widely translated and read

of the canonical texts. Notwithstanding its popularity, the

greater part of the research work done so far gravitates, with

a few exceptions, towards the parallels to the Dhp and the simi-

larities between the various extant Dharmapadas, to the exclusion

of other linguistic and literary studies. One of the most out-

standing contributions in the field of contemporary studies in
2

recent years is the work published by Professor K. Mizuno : more

important still, his research has helped to resolve the question

of the antiquity of the Dhp in relation to the Dharmapadas of

other schools. My aim in this section is to produce complemen-

tary material, based on my own studies, and in a systemised manner

to comment on the relative age of these texts.

Usually, editors and translators supply references to other

texts. However, besides the inconvenience of being scattered

throughout the texts, these references are sometimes incomplete

and even misleading . The author of this article has, in recent

years, surveyed the Pali canonical and non-canonical texts as

well as Dharmapada texts for parallels to the Dhp, trying to

discover and identify additional similarities or parallels.

The outcome is presented here in the form of Tables I—III*,

To my knowledge, this is the most complete inventory of the

Dhammapada 's parallels so far published . It will also be noted

that the canonical texts have been divided into two groups, CANON-

ICAL TEXTS-! CCT-I) comprising those texts whose final composi-
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tlon dates are considered, by certain scholars, to be earlier

than or, in a few cases (Udana, Itivuttaka 1

)

, contemporary with

the Dhp. In CANONICAL TEXTS-II (CT-IX) have been included texts

which are, in all probability, later than Dhp.

A question that may arise in this connection is why the Jata-

kas have been listed as non-canonical. It is well known that

there is still no consensus as to what should be considered as

canonical in the Ja~takas, and what as commentarial literature.

As our concern here is to define the probable sources of the

Dhp verses, it should suffice to mention that we have the testi-

mony of the JStakas proper which, in some cases, state clearly

that the verses have been pointed out by the Buddha from the

Dhp and not the other way round (for example, Ja I 76, 132; II

441; III 73, 333)
6

.

Let me now present some remarks related to the work of Prof.

Mizuno and the editors of other Dharmapada texts on this topic.

According to Mizuno, in the Pali canonical texts there are alto-

gether 137 gathls (non-repetitive), and in the non-canonical

texts, 59 in all
7

. It will be seen from the 'Table I - Summary

:

Sources and Parallels to the Pali Dhammapada Verses' that I have

found these numbers to be 123 and 60 respectively; however, as

he does not give exact references, no further comment is possible

here (Incidentally, in his reckoning he does not include the

Vimanavatthu). We see in the table that the total number of

single Dhp stanzas traceable to the canonical texts are 110,

if CT-1 only is considered; this is about 26% of the total.

J. Brough, in his The Gandhail Dharmapada (GDhp), states that

'Of 350 Prakrit stanzas, between 225 and 230 are shared with

the Dhammapada* 8
. This figure is higher by about 3U from that

in Table I (177) and may be attributed, first, to the errors

found in his identification and reckoning of the parallels as

registered in Concordance II (p. 287): about two dozen partial

stanzas (one, two or three lines) have been considered as exact

equivalents to Pall Dhp; second, to the inclusion, in this reckon-

ing, of fragmentary stanzas whose equivalence to the Dhp cannot

be asserted. The manuscript of the GDhp contains quite a tew

fragmentary stanzas of one and, to a lesser extent, two lines.
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similar to the Pall Dhp. Further, Brough assumes (p. 23), based

on the proportions in the surviving Prakrit, the text to have

shared between 350 and 360 verses with the Dhp. We may safely

state that, in view of the former considerations, this figure

could not be higher than 250.

In his translation of the Tibetan version of the Udanavarga ,

Rockhill identified 306 parallels with Dhp (which, deducting

the few errors found, becomes 297). I identified seven more.

Brough, in his GDhp (p. 23, n.l), noted just over 50 others which

are not included in the tables of Rockhill - a figure that seems

too high,

A Dharmapada text, in mixed Sanskrit, brought from Tibet and

deposited at the Bihar Research Society of Patna, has been edited

twice, more or less simultaneously: T!>e Patna Dharmapada (PDhp)

by G. Roth, and The Buddhisz Hybrid Sanskrit Dharmapada (BHSDhp)
10

by N.S. Shukla . The former comprises 415 stanzas, the latter,

4 1 « ; this is due to a difference in the method of arrangement

of the verses adopted by the two editors. They mention that

in the colophon of the manuscript the gathas are referred to

as heing 502; a hint as to a possible explanation to account

for this discrepancy may be had, perhaps, by a comparative study

of Dhp and PDhp . Roth believes that '.,. PDhp is based on

a Prakrit-Pali version which is older than the existing Pali

Dhp, Besides, there are also other differences in the verses

themselves and the sequence of their order which exclude the

Pall Dhp in its present form as the direct source of PDhp' (p. 94).

Shukla is of the opinion that the present version of the BHSDhp

can have the distinction of being regarded as an earlier Dharma-

pada: '... The division found in the Pali text and other versions

... indicates that it was at a very late stage that these texts

gained a streamlined form, and for this purpose they must have

depended on one common base' (p.viii), 1 do not know whether

the author carried out his intended study which would prove the

anteriority of this text; meanwhile, Mizuno has given us a com-

parative study of the Dharmapadas, wherein this matter is discus-

sed and an attempt made to prove the anteriority of the ?Ili
12

Dhp In lelailon to other Dharmapadas
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Another way of looking at this problem of anteriority, and

one that could give us the chronology of compilation of these

texts. would be to pick up a doctrinal issue and examine how

it is tackled in them. As an example, let us take the case of

the Arahant, The Dhp has an Arahanta Vagga, verses 90-99; the

term is expressly mentioned only in stanza 98. PDhp has equiva-

lent stanzas, not grouped together, but scattered throughout

different chapters; its parallel verse 245 also mentions the

term arahanto, Udanavarga has, instead, the term arya (XXIX. IB);

in it we find only five out of ten stanzas. The GDhp has none

of these stanzas. We may, therefore, try to establish the chrono-

logy of these texts, based on the historical evolution of the

ideal of perfect man, which started with that of Arahantship,

turned out to be an issue of controversy some time after the

Paririibbana of the Buddha, and ended with the emergence of the

ideal of the Bodhisattva in MahSyana schools. The order would

be: Dhp -*• PDhp (or PDhp -> Dhp) -» Ud -> GDhp, which is slightly

different from that given by Mizuno, viz. Dhp -* PDhp -> GDhp ->

Ud.

Further help for the establishment of the relative chronology

of the Dharmapadas may be found in the Buddha Vagga , vv.179-

196. GDhp has parallels to only two of them (182, 193); signifi-

cantly enough, vv. 188-192, which deal with the Threefold Refuge,

are absent in it. There are no parallels to vv. 195-6 in any

of the Dharmapadas (on these, see later). We thus have confirma-

tion of the chronology we tried to establish above

As to the parallels found in PDhp-BHSDhp. my comparative study

of the texts showB these to total 285 - a figure different from

that found in the references of both edited texts, due to some

errors and omissions contained therein which will not be elabora-

ted on here. Since the former text is very akin to Dhp, we would

expect the divisional structure of the stanzas, which are paral-

lels to Dhp, to be similarly related in its edited form - which

is not always the case. For instance, PDHp 23-26 have, respec-

tively, 6-4-4-4 padas; rearrangement into 4-4-4-6 pa-das would

make 23 and 24 the exact parallels to Dhp 31, 32 7, and PDhp 26

a partial parallel to Dhp 27
! 4
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The edition of BHSDhp contains two oddities worth mentioning:

BHSDhp 247 and 260 contain seven and five pldas respectively

- a unique instance in all the Dharmapadas. BHSDhp 204 is an

extra stanza not found in PDhp - and yet both editors used the

same manuscript. It remains to be mentioned that BHSDhp 203,

204 = Dhp 131, 132, and that these two stanzas form a complete

pair, that is are complementary in their contents

2. The view that the Dhammapada is an anthology of verses culled

from various Buddhist texts has been prevalent since the last

century . No evidence whatsoever has been put forward to sus-

tain this view except pointing to the parallels existing in

the canonical texts, which, as we have just seen above, account

for only about 26% of the verses. As to the rest of the missing

parallels, the opinion has been expressed lately that '... the

other two-thirds seems to have been collected from losing Isic]

sutras . Mizuno invokes, among other things, the testimony

of Chinese authors (who expressed a view many centuries later

than the events we are evaluating) as support for his opinion

of 'losing sutras', (Curiously, a statistical argument against

this thesis comes to mind: the above-mentioned 26% of stanzas

are scattered throughout 25 volumes of texts in the PTS edition:

with the same proportion of dispersion in view, the remaining

71% of stanzas would have to be scattered throughout 71 volumes

of supposedly lost suttas - a mass of texts larger than the Tipi-

taka itselfl).

I will try now to present some evidence which, I hope, will

show that Dhp is an original work, and that we have no need to

look for its verses elsewhere. When we scrutinise the earlier

and later texts of the Theravada school, we ascertain that no

tradition related to any 'lost' texts has been handed down; nei-

ther can it be inferred from the literature of other schools

which are offshoots of the Sthaviras, Quite the contrary, the

canonical as well as the extra-canonical accounts indicate that

the whole of the Buddha's teachings as then known to his immedi-

ate disciples and remembered by them, has been rehearsed and

recorded 18
. In the Vinaya of the Dharmaguptas (a branch of the

Sarvasti vadins ) , in the passage about the First Council, among
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the texts said to have been rehearsed a 'Dharmapada Sutra' is

mentioned
19

. Although it is unlikely that Dhp existed at the

time in its present form, nonetheless it does point to it as

an independent work of equal status to other suttas (see later

on )

.

The testimony of the Jatakas - that they drew on the stanzas

of Dhp - has already been mentioned above. It is worth noting

that, in those instances at least, the verses have no equivalents

in the canonical texts except In the Dhp - additional evidence

for the thesis proposed here. It is plausible to suppose that,

should these verses have been found in other (later lost) suttas

at the time, the compilers of the Ja would not have failed to

indicate it. It may also be observed from the tables that other

non-canonical texts include stanzas from Dhp which have no paral-

lels in the suttas. Another very significant fact is that about

234 stanzas, or 55% of the total, are not mentioned at all in

any of the main texts of Pali or Sanskrit literature.

A thorough analysis of Dhp stanzas not found In the canonical

texts (CT) would supply very instructive internal evidence as

to their originality. Let me present a small sample of these:

- vv.1-2: manomayi. This term or expression is employed in the

CT: (a) as an attribute of the form/nature of the devas, 'mind-

made or 'made of/by mind' (M I U9; A 111 122, etc.); b) as a

psychic power acquired by the disciples of the Buddha as the

result of meditational practices, whereby, among other things,

the ability is imparted to create 'mind-made' forms or bodies

(M II 17; A I 24, etc.) As a psychological term, corresponding

to its meaning in the present verses ('consisting of mind, pro-

duced by mind, mind-made'), it is not found in the Tipitaka.

To Brough this terra 'seems only to imply a Vijnanavada view 1

,

with which Mizuno agrees
20

. It is significant enough that these

verses appear in the Mahakarmavlbhanga ( Sarvasti v3din text),

but not in the equivalent older Mahakammavi bhanga Sutta (M, No.

136). No less important is the fact that none of the approximately

12 stanzas in Dhp in which the term nana appears is traceable

to any canonical text. As we know, this term comes into promi-

nencee in the abhidhammic literature
7 !
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- vv, 19-20: sahir.am. Generally translated as 'scripture', 'scrip-

tural text', 'sacred text'; in this acceptance it is not found
22

in CT-I .

- v.25: ogho. In its literal sense of 'flood', it is unlikely

to be found in CT , but appears in later texts (Vva 48, etc.).

- v.29: abalassam, 'Weak horse'. An expression that seems

to be peculiar to Dhp (~ dubba lassam DhA I, 262, both given in

CPD and PTSD).

- v. 30: Maghava, A title of Sakka quite common in the Jatakas;

but it is not met with in CT except indirectly when '... the

Buddha says that Sakka, who visited him, and whose conversation
- 2 3

is recorded in the Sakkapanha Sutta, was also known as Maghava'

- vv.44-5: yamalnka . This expression is not found in CT, but

is quite frequent in commentarial literature (PvA 33, 107, etc.).

- v. 47: mahogho. See the remarks to ogho above (examples: Vism

512; VvA 110, DhA II 274, etc.).

- v. 70: Kusagga , 'the point of a blade of grass'. Found in later

literature (VvA 73; PvA 254, etc.).

- vv.97, 383: akatannii , 'knowing the uncreated/not made'(Nibba-

na?) (Nd I 237). In this sense, it seems peculiar to Dhp.

- v. 149: alapun eva , 'gourd'. Brough (p. 226) says that 'the

spelling with a -p- is probably a late pedantry.'

- vv. 157-166: atta vacga 'On Self'. The stanzas of this chapter

do nor have parallels in CT-I.

- v.171: ra jaratfiupamam ( ra jara tha ) , I could not find this term

>n CT-I.

- v.218: ana**Jiate . Usually thought to designate Nibbana, is

translated as 'Undeclared'. 'Ineffable', etc. We will meet this

word in three places in Majjhima Nikaya (I 331; III 8, 15), al-

ways in its primary meaning of the regular verb 'to tell, show,

point,' etc.) The above designation is, clearly, indicative

of a later period, (The occurrences of this word in other canoni-

cal texts always reflect the regular meaning.)

- v.302: addhagu. Only in Thi 55 and Ja III 95, In S I 212 its

form is panthagis .

- v.322: Sindhava (a thoroughbred horse). Unknown in CT; men-

tioned with some frequency in Ja (I 175; II 96; III 278, etc.).

- v. 324: Dhanapalako (elephant's name). Only known to Ja (I
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66; III 293, etc). According to Ja No. 533, the famous elephant

Nallgiri, after its conversion by the Buddha, came to be known

as Dhanapalako (keeper of treasure),

- v. 351: bhavasalla, 'acchiddi hftavasal 1 in i ' ('who has cut the

thorns of existence'). No other instance of this expression has

been observed in CT. In Lali tavistara 550, the Buddha is called

mahaialyaharta 'the great remover of thorns'.

We could add to this short list the enigmatic vv. 294-5 - they

seem to be tinged with a non-Buddhist colour; they resist any

elucidation, despite the fair effort of the Commentaries to un-

tangle their complexities by ascribing a symbolic meaning to
24

the words

A more profound contextual study of Dhp, if carried out, could

be expected to reveal additional clues to its originality. Ano-

ther helpful source for the determination of the age of Dhp is

its metrical structure. A.K. Warder, in his Pali Metre, deals
25

extensively with this subject . To sum up, '... Of the large

collections we can say only that some of them contain a prepon-

derance of older... or later (e.g. Dhp) texts... '(p. 6); 'Dhp

verses represent quite a long period of composition, overlapping

some of the... [canonical] texts.,.' (p. 173). He calculates

this to have occurred in the Mauryan Period, ,300-200 B.C. (p.

225). The present writer has been working on a study of the

Pali metre in Dhp. Preliminary results indicate that the above

time span could be stretched backwards, at least, one century

more (fifth to third century B.C.). The hypothesis that a Dhamma-

pada text might have existed at the time of the First Council

should not be discarded. If so, it would have been a short an-

thology of verses that gradually expanded during the whole pe-

riod of formation of the Canon itself, as reflected in its dif-

ferent metres and their variants and some linguistic peculiari-

ties, before it received its final polished form as we have it

now.

Indeed, it is possible to distinguish between three historical

periods in the composition of Dhp: the earliest period is repre-

sented by a small kernel of stanzas which, probably, originates

with the Buddha's time, It is characterised by ideas which con-
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stituted early Buddhism, such as (1) the unsettled, eremetlcal

life of a recluse (which prototype is the 'Rhinoceros' of Sn):

49, 90-92, 305, 395?; (21 emphasis on meditational and allied

subjects: 209, 282, 372; (3) contempt for the body: 146, 148-

50 (these develop the Idea expressed In v. 147, M II 64); (4)

doctrinal issues: 273-5, 277-9; (5) self-reliance/efforts, Tatha-

gatas are only teachers, etc.: 158, 165, 1667, 276; (6) on the

qualities of the (ideal) bhikkhu: 31, 360-1, 365-8; (7) associa-

tion with virtuous ones: 207, 20ft, 375; (8) on the ideal of Nib-

bana: 23, 75, 126, 369; (9) qualities of the followers of the

Way: 57, 81-2, 296-301; (10) definition of a samana, recluse:

391; (11) reverence to those who can make known the Dhamma : 391-

2; (12) exhortations to laymen and bhikkhus: 53, 283; (13) utter-

ances of the Buddha, made after his Enlightenment: 153-4, 353,

The intermediate ( pre-Mauryan) period, to which appertain

about two-thirds of the stanzas; this is the formative period

of the co-called 'primitive' text on which drew all the Dharma-

padas, including Dhp.

During the last (mid-Hauryan ) period, additional stanzas (40-

50?) were composed or incorporated into Dhp. During this same

period occurred the first schism in the Sangha ; and the final

redaction of Dhp, in the form we have it now, probably took place

around Asoka ' s time. Due to the pressure and influence of the

rival sects, the Sthaviras (or Theravadlns) made efforts to popu-

larise the Buddhist teachings. Accordingly, there is nothing

in these latest stanzas about the fundamental tenets of the Bud-

dha's teaching; the emphasis is on morality in general, on the

fruits of kamma based on bad or good actions, on happiness in

this life and rebirth in heaven after death, echoes of the schis-

matic discussions, etc. Some of the themes, briefly, are: (1)

on the states of woe and bliss, on heaven and death, on the fruits

of kamma: 17-18, 127-8, 174, 219-20, 237-8, 319 (this last com-

plementary to vv. 316-18); (2) on good and bad behaviour: 62,

129, 137-40, 247-8, 270, 340, 349, 355, 360; (3) association

with good friends: 78; (4) on the virtuous and wise: 95, 145

(cf. v.80), 347, 350-1; (5) on the fruit of a stream-winner,

longing for Nibbana: 178, 218; (6) echoes of the schismatic dis-

cussions, criticism or complaints of other sects' behaviour,
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etc.: 164, 195-6, 254-8, 268-9; (7) on the difficulty of renunci-

ation: 302; (8) on happiness and suffering: 2025 (9) exhortations

to bhikkhus; 343, 379, 381; (10) on the gift of Dhamma: 354 (one

of Asoka 's inscriptions reads: 'There is no gift that can equal

the gift of Dharma') ; (11) the stanza (324) already mentioned

above on Dhanapalako. Due to their late composition, these stan-

las, with a few exceptions, could not be expected to have paral-

lels in canonical or non-canonical Piili or Sanskrit literature.

The metre in the older stanzas is, approximately; vatta . normal

(pathya) - 66%; vatta, mixed - 30%; tutthubfta - 4%. In the last-

period stanzas, the metre is: vatta (pachya) - 44%, vatta, mixed

- 23%; cuttfcubfia - 83! vat ta- t u t thubha - 2%; mattichandas - 23%.

(The existence of a large quantity of the new metre ma t tachandas

is very significant.)

Based on such contextual and literary evidence as above, I

am induced to believe that the Pali Dhammapada Is an original

work and not a mere collection of canonical verses. The author

or authors made use of some stanzas, culled from the CT, as seem-

ed appropriate to the objectives and themes of the text. It

may be adduced, in favour of this proposition, that original

anthologies were not a novelty at the time - Theragltha and Theri-

gatha are two such examples. As Dhp was a didactic and imperson-

al work, it had to maintain in anonymity the name(s) of the au-
2 7

thor(s) in line with canonical tradition . This point, obvious-

ly, will have to be investigated further; my aim here has been

to draw the attention of other researchers to the problem of

the Dhammapada ' s origin which has not yet received serious consi-

deration .

Nissim Cohen

(Upasaka Dhammasari

>

Sao Paulo, Brazil
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NOTES

1
A few years ago, after I had drawn my conclusion concerning the second
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part of this article, I came across this passage: 'This Is an anthology which

drew on the more original parts of the SQtra and added further verses to

It' (A.K. Warder, Indian Buddhism, rev. ed., Delhi 1980, p. 279). I take it

to imply the same idea and so do not lay claim to originality.

2
K. Mizuno, Dharmapadas of Various Buddhist Schools' (Studies in Pali and

Buddhism, ed , A.K. Narain. Delhi 1979) and * A Comparative Study of Dharmapadas'

(Buddhist Studies in Honour of Hammalava SaddhStissa, ed. G, Dhammapala et al.,

Nugegoda 1984), In these articles, additional bibliography is included,

3
1 intend to prepare, in the future, a list of these errors and submit

them to any publishers interested in correcting them in new editions.

4
A single Pall text, Apadana, was not available to me for verification

as to the presence of Dhp verses. However, we would expect not more than

one or two parallels in it.

To render the tabulated statistical data more complete, in addition to

parallels of integral verses, parallels of partial stanzas found in the old

canonical texts are also included: 4 and 5 psdas out of six-line stanzas;

2 and 3 padas out of four-line stanzas.

There is evidence, however, to show that the composition of some of the

verses of Ja extended over a long period, overlapping that of Dhp.

7

B

See 'Dharmapadas of Various Buddhist Schools', op. clt., p. 258.

J. Brough (ed.), The Candhari Dharmapada, London 1962, p. 20.

U.W. Rockhill (tr.), Ud&navarga , London 1883, repr. Taipei 1972 and New

Delhi 1982.

10
N.S. Shukla (ed.). The Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dharmapada , Patna 1979; G.

Roth (ed.), "Text of the Patna Dharmapada' in The Language of the Earliest

Buddhist Tradition, ed . H. Bechert, GOttingen 1980.

Unlike GDhp and Ud and considering that SDhp is. In form and text, very

akin to Dhp, we perceive a lacuna where we would expect to find parallel

stanzas. Vv 150-1, 185, 222-3, 260, 278, 297-8 are examples of this. It

may indicate that, in reality, the original text contained a larger number

of stanzas.

12
See 'A Comparative Study of Dharmapadas', op. cit..

13
To make it clearer, two distinct historical layers may be detected in

Ud: the older one, comprising about 300-350 stanzas, drew on the more 'priml-
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tive' text of Dhp. It is this older layer - before it received additions,

probably by the hand of Dharmatrata - that I consider older than GDhp.

U
The same may be said of PDhp 37, 38; PDhp 63; PDhp 193, 194 and PDhp

325, 326, which, rearranged, would make them parallels to Dhp 393, 401; 375;

121, 122; and 166 respectively.

15
In all but one case, Shukla follows the same structural division of verses

as that of Pali Dhp. The exception is BHSDhp 63, 64 (4-6 -*• 6-4 would give

BHSDhp 63 - Dhp 375 and BHSDhp 64 - Dhp 376 a-c >

.

16
T.W.Rhys Davids, The History and Literature of Buddhism, repr. Varanasi

1975, pp.32, 45-6. - B.C. Law, A History of Pali Literature, repr. Varanasi

1974, Vol, I, p. 214. - K, Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, repr.

New Delhi 1977, Vol.11, pp. 83-4. - K. Mizuno, qp. cit. , p. 256, etc.

17
K. Hizuno, op, cit., p. 258. He was able to find no more than 20 addition-

al gathas in the Chinese sources (p. 259); hence his conclusion on lost texts

mentioned here.

18
'In the Pali canon is recorded an interesting tradition in the form of

two appendices to the Vinaya-pitaka section {Cullavagga, Khandhakas XI and

XII) to the effect that the canon received in this way, by united congregatio-

nal recital... and the texts rectified were therefore the only definitive

canon of Buddhism. Two famous occasions on which, not portions but excerpts

merely, but the whole of its Dhamma-vinaya contents was rehearsed...' S Dutt,

The Buddha and Five After-Centuries, repr. Calcutta 1978, p.100. The first

rehearsal of the Tipitaka is dealt with in many books; see, for instance,

A, K. Warder, op. cit., p. 201 ff.

19
The passage, in full, is given in E.J. Thomas, The History of Buddhist

Thought, repT, London 1971, p. 2 70.

20
J. Brough, op. cit., p. 243; Mizuno, 'A Comparative Study of Dharmapadas',

op. cit, p. 172.

21
This word (mancmayl) poses a diffculty which seems unsurmountable: in

no place, not even in later commentarial literature, could I find a single

example of the use of this word in its present meaning. I am, therefore,

inclined to accept the original word to have been manojava (swift as thought),

as in the other Dharmapadas. Contrary to the opinion of Mizuno, I do not

consider this word 'illogical' within the context of the stanzas; in the

words of Brough, 'This reading reflects the ksanika [momentary] nature of

the dharmas. .

.

' (p. 243).
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22
Although I myself translated it as such in my version of Dhp, I am now

convinced that the word should be rendered as in the suttas: to the point,

coherently, consistently, sensibly.

'/
|

f,.r. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, repr. Pali Text Society,

London 1974, Vol.11, p. 406.

24
Some scholars are of the opinion that Dhp has come to include some sayings

which were originally not Buddhist at all. See, for instance, Winternitz,

op. (,-j t . , p. 84 , n.2 .

25
A.K, VJarder, Pali Metre, London 1967.

26
Rock. Edict XI. For probable influence of Dhp on Asoka ' s behaviour, see

E. Multiset), Inscriptions of Asoka, repr. Delhi 1969, pp. 11 ff

,

27
the traditional view of the Sangha concerning the Dhp has been expressed

by the late Narad a Thera , in his preface to The Dhammapada , London 1972,

p.ix. That the Dhp could have existed in its present form at the time of

the First Council is far from probable, and does not tally with the evidence

at our disposal

.
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TABLE I - SUMMARY: SOURCES AND PARALLELS TO THE PALI DHP VERSES

Dhammapada Stanzas

Complete Stanzas

TEXTS Repetitive Verses
Considered 1

CANONICAL TEXTS - I

Vinaya Pitaka
DTgha NikSya
Majjhima Nikaya
Samyutta Nikaya
Anguttara Nikaya
Udana
I tivuttaka
Sutta Nipata
Theragatha'
Therigatha

(TOTAL)

CANONICAL TEXTS - II
Vimanavatthu
Petavatthu
Mahariiddesa
Cu 1 aniddesa
Kathavatthu

(TOTAL)

NON-CANONICAL TEXTS
Jataka Atthakatha"
Nettippakarana
Petakopadesa
Mil indapaPiha
Commentary Books
V i sudd himagga

( TOTAL

>

OTHER DHARMAPADAS
GandhSrT Dhp
Sanskrit (Patna) Dhp
Urianavarga

9

3
15
26
13
5
7

32
34

(144)

4

1?
10
5
3

(23)

42
29
16
10
6
10

(113)

Once-
Counted J

Part.Stan:

,

169 C177] 3

2B5 4

3B4 5

9
3
7

24
9
4

4

26
22

(110)

3

e

2
(13)

26
15
9
5

1

4

(60)

4&5
pa"das

1 1

2 7

1 3
4

1 4

1 4

1 11
2

7) (37)

2*3
pSdas

1 Included here are all the verses to be found In the texts, irrespective

of whether they are mentioned in more than one text or not.

2 Registered by order of arrangement of canonical texts.

3 Source: The Gandharl Dftarmapada, ed. by J.Brough, London 1962. Figure

In brackets includes those fragmentary verses which, in all probability,

were exact parallels to Pali Dhp in their original form.

4 Based on G, Roth, 'Text of the Patna Dharmapada', in The Language of

the Earliest Buddhist Tradition, ed . H. Bechert, GOttingen 1960; and

The Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dharmapada, ed. N.S. Shukla, Patna 1979.

5 Source; Udanavarga , by Dharmatrata (tr. W.W. Rockhill), repr. Taipei 1972.
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TRUE 11 - SOMES TO PAL! DHMMPADA VERSES (tnplitt itjfiusl

SOURCE
Dhp

SOURCE
N»

SOURCE
PI*

VERSES VERSES VERSES

CMMICM. TEITS - 1 i.lH 211 Sutti-Kiplti

Viniyi Pitikt 1.164 ia V 45 326

Ul 353 1.182 266-7 V46»0 OT
i.349 3-6 1.213 98 V 257 SI
1.351 32B-JS 11.284 367 V 621-46" 396-422

iii.9l 318 v.?4
6

67-9 V 44!

V 662

366

12)

DJijtii NUiyj Angutlin Nikirt

d.41-51 163-5 i.m 54-6 Iherigithl

11.9

ii.29

236

236

1 IS, 633

V 17

376

325Njj j hiii (in j)»

.171 353 n.41 32 V 19 1^ 877 86

ii.44 147 iii.215
7

246 V 77 326

ii.164 172-3, 362 iv.!9S 241-2 V 92 93

11.115 24-7, 61 v.237 65-8 V 133-4 13-4

111.154 3-6, 326-31 ».23J 69 V 2IS-413 94

v.25J BJ-9 V 275, 498

V 277

6

312

Siitutti HMn IMSM V 323-4 51-2

'

1.3
'

371 p.12
8 131-2 V 39!-482 334-7

i.7 143 p. 39 42 V 635-6 292-3

i.13 125 p. 43 195 V 676-6 277-9

i.ZJ 221 p.45 316 V 769, 1«26 147

lJ,
2 3

85

26-7, 221

V 871-2

V873

172-3

362ItuutUU

U«* 31l« p.17-5 191 V 663-4 B 26-7

1.57 66-6 VAS n
176 V 969-76 9-16

».7I 151 p.46» 12 V 991-2 98-9

!,77
5

345-4 p. 42-3 366-8 V 993-4 76-7

i.BI 261 p. 62

p. 11

364

316

V 1*32 364

Nm es: **01d canonical texts - original sources to Dhp verses.

Repetitive verses considered.

1. S i.3 (variation In pada b) - 2. V 27: S i,25 (var.d) -

3. V 221: S i.25 (var.d) - *, Vv 312-14: S i.49 (different

arrangement) - 5, V 346: S i.77 (var.c) - 6. V 87: S v. 24

(var.b) - 7. A iii,205 (var.a) - 8. V 131: Ud p. 12 (pads

'a' is lacking In the PTS text; an editorial or typographi-

cal error/omission?) - 9. It p. 40 (var.a) - 10. Sn V 46

(var.d) - 11. V 400: Sn V 624 (var.b) - 12. Thag V 19

(var.d) - 13. Thag V 205 (var.a.); V 206 (var.a.d) - 14,

V 27: Thag V 8B4 (var.b.).
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TAH.E III - PARALLELS TO OHP II CM], MM-CtMMICM. TEITS A66 OTHER WARIWPAMF'

I Pali Canonical (CT-II) * Gandh.ir 1 Sanskrit
1

Udanavarga

Dhp Non-Canonical Tents Dhp Dhp*

1 Nett 129j DhsA 211 201' i> XXXI ,23 3

2 Nett 133 i DhsA 21 Ij

Pet 24,163,165
202 2 24

3 Ja"lII.212,48B 5 XIV. 9

4 Ja :iI.212,4BB 6 . 10

5 Ja III.212.48B 253 [254] ** .11

h 254

7 217 7 XXIX, 15

e Pet 64 218 B .16

9 Ja"lI.198j V.50 192 94 . 7

IB Ja 11.198! V.50 193 95 , B

11 213 171 . 3

12 214 172 . 4

13 Via* 37 219 351 XXXI .12

14 220 s 352 .14

15 Pet 7 285 3 XXVIII .33

16
'

204 4 .35

17 .37

18 .39

19 190 290 IV. 22

20 291 .23

21 J a V,99j Nett 34 115 14 . 1

22 Pet 102 116 15 . 2

23 Pet 102 16 . 3 •

24 112 28

25 111 29 . 5

26 117 17

2B Mil 387 119 19 . 4

29 11B 3 18

30 120
31 74 23
32 Mil 4BB 73 22 .30

33 136 1 342 XXXI. 8

34 343 . 2

35 Ja 1,312 345 . 1

36 346

37 344

3B 335

39 347

40 Pet 14 350 XXXI .35

41 153 349 1.36

42 XXXI .10

43 .11

44 3B1 131 XVIII. 1

45 302 s 132 . 2

46 300 l 134 .18

47 294 I 128 .13

48 129» .14

49 Ja I. 349; Nett 184 292 127 . 7 s

519 271' 310 . 8
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Pali Canonical <CT -II) * Gandhar

I

Sanskrit Udanavarga
Dhp

51

Non-Canon i ca 1 Texts Dhp

290

Dhp*

125 XVIII. 6
52 291 126
53 293 130 .11
54 Mil 333 295 121 VI. 16
55 Mil 333 122 .17
56 Mil 333 123 .18
57 297 124 • 19 s

58 303 135 XVIII. 9
59 304 3 136 .10
60 1B5 1.19
61 Js 1 1 1. 73 XIV. 15
62 1.20
63 184 XXV. 22
64 233 3 191 .13
65 234 » 192 .14
66 Nett 131 174 IX. 12
67 Nett 132 17S .13
68 176 .14
69 XXVIII ,18
70 3B5-6.389 XXIV. 19
71 Nett 161s Pet 4S 107 IX. 16
72 177 XIII . 2
73 178 . 3
74 179-1B0 4
75 1B0-1B1 3

. 5
76 Nid 1.503 231 206
77 Nid 1.503 230' 207
7B XXV. 3
79 224 34 B
80 XVI I .11
81 Mil 386 239 93 X X I X . 52
82 225 275 XVII. 9
83 226 » 60
64 324 = 326 3

BS 261 XXIX. 36
86 262 .37
B7 263
B8 264 s

89 265 XXX 1.39
90 B6
91 231 XVII. 1

92 87 X X I X . 24
93 270 .25
94 Nett 162; Pet 4B 89
96 8B
97 Nid 1.237 333
98 24 5 XXJX.1B 3

99 155 .17
100 306 376 XXIV. 1*
101 30B
102 309 s 377 . 23
103 305 378 XXIII. 3

>

P311 Canonical CCT-1I) &
Dhp Non-Canonical Texts

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
13B
139
140
141
142
144
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

Gandhari
Dhp

320
321
172

Ja
Ja
J a
Ja
Ja

IV. 490?
IV. 490?
IV. 490?
1.231
I .231

Ja III. 203; P« II.9.9|
Vism 301-2

Mil 150 s

Nett 33,130
Nett 134

KvA 73

Ja
Vv

V.ll
No. 16

Sanskrit
Dhp*

319
320
379
360
3B1

Ja V.4B3

Ja
Ja
Pi

I .76
I .76

t 7

Udanavarga

XXIII. 4 s

. 53

XXIV. 17
.34

390 . 3
391 . 5

316 392 . 4
317 393 . 6

395 . 9
318 394 .10

96 XXVII 1.23
207 97 .21
208 98 .22

102 .19
103 .20

209 193 XVII. 5
210 194 . 6

116 XXVI II . 14
106 .15

'1 115 . 9

274' 1.24
IX. 5

1.26
V.19

202 V.20
203 XXX. 3
204* . 4

197 XXVI. 3
199 . 9
200 I .17

IX. 11
XXVII] .26

.27

.28

.29
195 XXXIII . 2

B0 3 196 3
. 1

XIX. 1

233 I. 4

142 1 259 .35
154-5 . 5
284 s XVI .22 s

160
209

I .29

XXXI . 6
. 7

229 XVII . 3
230 . 4
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Pali Canonical [CT- II ) * GandhgrT Sanskrit Udanavarga
Dhp

157

Nor -Canonical Texts Dhp Dhp»

312 V.16
15B Ja II .441, III .333 227 317 XXIII . 6
159 31B . 8
160 321 .20
161 Nett 183 307 XXVIII. 12
162 Nett 183 330 306 XI .10
163 264 167 XXVIII. 16
164 258 315 VIII. 7 s

165 Nit J. 32( Nid 11.269 1 308 XXVIII. 11
Kv 525,527

166 325 XXIII. 9
167 121 s 31 IV. B
16B Ja 1.90, 111.24 110 27
16"? J* I .90 328 224 XXX. 5

17B 25B XXVII. 14
171 .16
172 122 20 XVI. 5

173 . 9
174 XXVII. 4
175 232 XVII. 2
176 297 IX. 1

177 293 X. 2
177 Ja ] .79 276 XXIX. 54
1B0 • Ja I .79 277 .56
1B1 244
182 263 334^
1S3 Nett 43,81

Pet 54,91s
,17J
Sp

,1B6;
I .186

357 XXVIII. I s

1B4 Sp [ .196 239 XXVI. 2
1B5 XXXI. 54
186 Ja 11.313 145 II .17
1B7 Ja 11 .313 146 .18
188 Ja 1.97 216 XXVII .28
IS"? Ja 1.97 217 .29
190 Ja 1.97 21B .30
191 Ja 1.97 .31
192 Ja I .97 219 .32
193 173 » 79 XXX, 29
194 6B .24
197 166 255 .48
198 .45
199 165 256 .44
200 .50
201 180 s 81 . 1

203 163 75 XXVI. 7
204 162 76 . b
205 Ja I 11 .196
206 175 69 XXX. 27
207 176 70 XXV. 24
208 177 71 .25
2B9 266 s 173
210 73 V. 5
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Pali
Dhp

Canonical (CT-1IJ 6
Non-Canonical Texts

GandharT
Dhp

Sanskrit
Dhp*

Udanavarga

211
212
214
215
217
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
249
250
251
252
253
259
260
261
262
264
265
266
267
26B
269
271
272
273

274
276
277

Vv 52.1
Vv 52,2

Vv No.l5j Ja II.

4

322 s

274
275
2B0
281

237 3

240 2

241
242

Kv 108,219
Nett 129

221
222

272

114
182

186
18B

67
68 s

Nid I. 58, 336 I Nid 11.230
Nid I, 58, 336; Nid 11.230

65
66

Kv 600;Nett IBB; 109 s

Pet 56
Pet 10 s

, 52

Nett 6,167,175 106

74
72

238

292
240
269
2B3 3

2B4
2B6
287
279
280
281
282
161

163
160
157
15B
159
164
165
327
328

166
268
32

28B
235
236

271
272
358

360
359
373

V. 7

. 1

II. 3
. 2

V.25
.21
.22

XX. I s

.21

.IB

.15
VII . 8

X X I X . 49 2

.51

.51

XVI . 3 s

II .10
IX. 19

XXVII 2
3

X 12
13

XXIX 40
XXVII 1

IV .21
XI .11

.12

.13

.14
XXXII .18

.19 s

XII .

,11 s

, 9
, 5
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Pali Canonical (CT- II) * Gandharl Sanskrit UdSnavarga
Dhp

27B

Nan-Canonical Texts Dhp

1B7

Dhp*

XII. 6Nett 6,167 ,175
279 Nett 6,167

Pet 44,52
,175 108 s 374 . 7

280 113 30 XXX 1.32
281 Nett 1B3 27B VI 1. 12
292 3753
283 361 s XVIII. 3
284 362 XVIII. 4
2B5 Ja 1.183; vlett 36 299 363 . 3
2B6 364 I .38
287 365
2B8 261 366 .39
290 164 77 X X X . 32
291 1791 117
292 266
293 Nett 3SJ 267
294 Nett 165 12» 47 XXXII1.70
295 .71
296 100 XV. 12
297 101 .13
29B 102 .14
299 103 243 .18
300 104 241 .21
301 105 242 .22
303' 323 3 331
304 Nid I.44S; Nett : XXIX. 19
38)5 313
306 Ja 11.416 269 114 VIII. 1

307 113
308 331 l 295 IX. 2
3B9 270 210 IV. 13
310 211 .14
311 215 296 XI . 4
312 . 3
313 . 2
314 337 100-101
315 234 V.17
316 273 1692 XVI. 4 2

317 273 169 2
. 4

318 170
320 329 215 XX IX. 21
321 Nid 1.243; Nid 11.219 90 XIX. 6
322 Nid 1.243; Nid 11.219 91 . 7
323 Nid 1.243 92 . 8
325 Nett 34,129 XXIX, 13
326 XXXI. 5
327 Mil 3793 132 s 24 IV. 26
328 Ja II1.4B8 9 XIV. 13
329 Ja III.4B8 10 .14
330 Ja II I. 488 11 .16
331 65
332 66 XXX. 23
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Pali Canonical (CT-II) It Band ha

n

Sanskrit Udanavarga
Dhp Non-Canonical Texts Dhp Dhp*

333 xxx. 22
334 137 III. 5
335 138 .10
336 139 .11
337 .12
338 Nett 42 156 .18
339 237 XXXI ,29
341 148 III .14
342 149 . 6
344 151 XXV 1 1, 26
345 Ja 11.140;

Nett 35,153; Pet 25,
169

214
143 II , 5

346 Ja 11.140;
Nett 35,153

170 144 . 6

348 161 150 XXIX . 59
349 Pet 60 s

350 Mil 391
352 147
354 XXVI ,33 3

356 152 XVI. 15
357 153 .16
35B 154 .17
359 .19
361 Pet 57 52 51 VII .11
362 53 52 XXXII . 8
363 J a 11.350 54 54 V 1 1 1 . 1

364 64 226 XXXII. 9
365 61 55 XIII . 7
366 62 56 XXXII . 1

367 79
36B 78 s 59 .21
369 76 57 XXVI. 12
370 Nett 170 78
371 75
372 58 62 XXX I 1.28 s

373 55 60 .10
374 56 61 .11
375 59 63 . 7
377 298 133 XVIII .12
37B 53 XXX 11.27
380 322 XIX. 16
382 XVI. 7
383 10 34 XXXIII. 69
384 14 41 s

385 35

1

40 XXXI 11 .26
386 49
387 50 39 XXXIII.82

83
3BB 16
389 11 46 .72
390 15 s

391 Nett 183 23 45 .18
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pan Canonical <C1- II) lc Gandharl Sanskrit Udanavarga
Dhp Nun-Canonj cal Tex ts Dhp Dhp*

.—

.

L. — .

392 3 35-36 XXXIII .75

393 . 9
394 Ja I .481, Ill 85 2 . 8 s

396 17 .17
398 42 3

399 28 .20
400 .21
401 Sp 1 .273 21 56 .34
402 30 3

403 49 » 46 .42
404 Mil 306 32 44 .22
405 18
4(36 29
407 .47

408 22 43
409 19 .28
410 .49

412 46 «

413 .37
415 28 .44

417 .52

419 44' .57

420 43 s .53*

421 34 1

422 ,
411 .59

423 .55

Notes: * Repetitive verses considered.
* Numbering of the stanzas follows that of BHSDhp . See

next note.

** The verses of PDhp corresponding to BHSDhp. 195 through
205 and BHSDhp. 24B through 414, are one higher. As
a reminder, only the first occurrence is qiven here.

' Fragmentary extant stanzas.

2 Different arrangement of the stanzas.

s Variation in one of the pSdas.

4 Extra stanza in BHSDhp, not found in PDhp.
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ON TRANSLATING THE DHAMMAPAOA

K,R, Norman

The Dhammapada is one of the most, perhaps the most, popular of

Theravadin Buddhist texts. As evidence of the popularity of texts

of the same genre in ancient times we have extant, in part or

whole, besides the Pali version, a version in the Gandharl Prakrit

perhaps belonging to the Dharraaguptaka school, sections of a Mahl-

sanghika-Lokottaravadin version, a Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit ver-

sion (the so-called Patna Dharmapada ) , three versions of the Udana-

varga in Sanskrit, a Tibetan version of the Udanavarga, and four

Chinese versions. We can guess that a Dharmapada of some sort

was probably included in the canons of all the sects of Buddhism

which have disappeared.

There are various reasons for this popularity. There are

those who have rated it among the masterpieces of Indian litera-

ture, although others have disagreed with this judgement. Some

say that it can be regarded as the most succinct expression of

the Buddha's teaching found in the Pali Canon, and the chief spir-

itual testament of early Buddhism. It is (they say) a perfect

compendium of the Buddha's teaching, comprising between its covers

all the essential principles elaborated at length in the forty-

odd volumes of the Pali Canon.

If this is so, then it is perhaps strange that the Pali Text

Society does not at present have an edition of the text in print,

nor does it have a translation currently available. When John

Brough, one of the greatest British Sanskrit scholars of this

century, had just spent several years producing his study of

the Gandharl Dharmapada, and had the whole Dhammapada-rela t ed

literature at his fingertips, he was asked if he would produce

a translation of the Dhammapada for the PTS. He replied: '1 can-

not. It is too difficult.'

It is probable that many readers will find this hard to under-

stand. After all, new translations of the Dhammapada appear al-

most every year, and there are by now probably forty or more in

existence in English alone. What, they may well ask, is so diffi-

cult about it when so many translators seem to manage it? The

thing to notice about most of these new renderings is that they
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differ from other translations only in minor details, such as

the word order in sentences, or the choice of words which are

used to translate specific technical or semi-technical terms.

No translator is ever satisfied with the words which his predeces-

sors have used for such terns as dtiamma , Ssava, nibbuta , etc., and

a translator sometimes believes that he has made a better transla-

tion because he has thought of a different word, without consider-

ing whether he has obtained a better grasp of the meaning of the

phrase or the sentence as a whole. We can very often get some

idea about translators of the Dhammapada from the way in which

they render the word dhamma in the very first verse. We get

a broad range of equivalents such as: 'ideas, things, mental

states, phenomena of existence, (mental) natures, knowables'.

An advertisement has recently appeared for a translation in which

Dhammapada 1 is rendered as: 'Our life is shaped by our mind;

we become what we think.

"

The intention of the two new translations which have recently

appeared is to do more than this. They both aim at putting the

Dhammapada into a framework and a background - Carter and Paliha-

wadana (= C&P) into the framework of the Pali commentarial tradi-

tion, and Kalupahana £« K) into the background of brahmanlcal

Hindu thought contemporary with the Dhammapada.

Both these translations are to some extent inspired or, rather,

stimulated by Brough 's edition of the Gandhari Dharmapada , and

their reaction to him and It Is clearly visible. The reason for

this is not hard to find. Brough believed that Buddhism had its

own share of great art but he politely dissented with those who

have rated {the Dhammapada] among the masterpieces of Indian li-

terature (one wonders what he would have thought of the dust-

jacket's statement 'ranks among the classics of the world's great

religious literature'). He expressed his view that those who

write In this way can hardly have made any serious comparison

with great literature; nor could anyone with a sense of literary

values describe the whole collection in terms scarcely merited

by its best parts, if he had himself lived day and night close

enough to those verses for long enough to arrive at an assessment

of his own disencumbered of hearsay . Brough was a poet in his

own right, as his translations of Sanskrit poetry show, and his
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view should not be disregarded lightly, for religious or other

reasons, by those who, almost certainly, have not lived as close

to the text as he did for several years while dealing with the

Gandharl Dharmapada, On the other hand, it must be agreed that

some of his preferences for particular readings, based upon poetic

considerations, are purely subjective and are unlikely to be ac-

cepted by all.

Brough also shook his head sadly over those who despite all

the discoveries of the last 100 years in Gilgit, Chinese Turkestan,

and elsewhere, still thought that the Pali version of the Dhamma-

pada and other canonical texts were the oldest and best. Of his

decision to place the verses of the Pill Dhammapada alongside

their parallels in the Gandharl Dharmapada he wrote: '... it must

not lead anyone to assume that there Is a special degree of kin-

ship between our text and the Pali, still less that the Pali re-

presents a norm from which other versions have deviated. Perhaps

this last warning is superfluous, since any such theory has long
. 4

been obsolete; but I am not sure that it is entirely extinct

After a brief introduction, dealing with the Buddhist literary

tradition in Sri Lanka, problems regarding the received text,

and the arrangement of verses in this volume, C&P begin by giving

a complete translation of the Dhammapada (pp. 13-82). Despite

the statement on the dust-jacket, this is not accompanied by the

original Pali of the text. Portions of the Commentary (excluding

the narrative sections, which are already available in Burlingame's

translation)
5 are then translated (pp. 87-416). For each verse

(or verses, since the Commentary sometimes puts verses into groups

of two or more) they repeat - a rather space-consuming exercise

- the translation they have Just given, and follow this with the

original Pali. The explanatory portion of the Commentary, which

follows the verses in the original edition of the Commentary,

is then translated. Throughout the compilation there are numbers

in square brackets, which presumably refer to the pages of the

edition of the Atthakatha which they are translating. I have

searched through the book and cannot find any reference to the

source volume, and am therefore unable to identify the edition.

Their translation ends with very extensive notes (pp.41 7-512 )

,

a bibliography and an index. In the notes they explain where
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they are following a reading other than that found in the PTS

edition , and they quote from two medieval Sinhalese commentaries

upon the Dharamapada , which give help with the interpretation of

Pali terms. The earlier, at least, of these seems to have made

use of old SIhala commentaries, now lost.

Their translation of the Dharamapada verses is set out in short

lines, approximating to the pada structure of the Plli original.

The order of the English words often follows the Plli order close-

ly, which sometimes lends a somewhat archaic sound to the English,

but their version is for the most part clear and straightforward,

and one can see exactly how they are construing the Pali. The

translation of the Commentary contains many extracts from the

Pali original, and the English is expanded wherever necessary

to make it intelligible, while the sequence of the comments is

sometimes rearranged to make the translation read more smoothly.

It is, however, not always clear why they translate the way they

do. In 11 'essential' is contrasted with 'nonessential', but

in 12 with 'superficial'. Only recourse to the Pali reveals that

'nonessential' and 'superficial' are both asara . In 56 they trans-

late sllavatam as a genitive singular, despite the gloss sllavan-

tanam, which they translate correctly.

K begins with a very extensive (pp. 1-75) introduction, in

which he develops his theory that the Dharamapada was composed

with the Bhagavadglta in mind. It is clear that the Buddha's

teaching was intended to be anti-brahmanical , with his rejection

of the atman and varna serving as the centre of his attack. Since

the Bhagavadglta is a brahmanlcal text, one would expect that

work and the Dhammapada to be diametrically opposed about these

and other teachings, I cannot, however, see any evidence of the

precise parallelism of content and order in the two texts which

one would look for if one wished to prove that the compilers of

the Dhammapada actually chose and arranged the verses with the

Bhagavadglta in mind.

K then gives (pp. 79-110) the text of the Dhammapada (using

FausbfSll's second edition of 1900, but omitting Fausbfill's some-

what bizarre metrical emendations). He alludes to minor editorial

changes he has made, giving suggestions made by Jayawlc krama as

his authority. The one instance he mentions, however, viz, the
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reading of noyati (presumably from a' oyati = na uyyati ) in place

of Fausb^ll's no ylti [in 179], is actually to be found in the

Atthakatha. His translation follows (pp. 113-53), and the notes

(pp. 157-92) and an index of Pali terms (pp. 193-221) conclude the

volume

.

Despite the facts that C&P include all the grammatical com-

ments from the Atthakatha and quote from two other commentaries,

and their translation and that of K are both heavily annotated,

these two translations of the Dharamapada (as I have already sug-

gested) differ little from those already available. Although

K states specifically (p.ix) that he thought that it was time

for a new translation because the interpretation of the philosophy

of the Dhammapada given by Radhakri shnan {= R) in his translation

had survived too long, his debt to R is especially evident, with

occasional padas identical with his version. He sometimes agrees

with R in interpreting the Pali in a way which cannot be justified

without comment, e.g. viveke yattha duramam (87) translated 'at a

solitary freedom so hard to enjoy', (R: 'that retirement so hard

to love"), which seems to assume that viveke is in agreement with

duramam; and dhlro ca suJcnasamvaso (207) translated as 'the amiable

company of the sagacious ones' (R; 'association with the wise

is... happiness"), which may be correct, but only if dhlro is taken

as something other than a nominative singular. Where K differs

from R in philosophical interpretation, it is more in the exegesis

in the notes than in the actual translation.

He occasionally departs from R's translation, sometimes cor-

recting his mistakes, e.g. anivesano in 40 correctly translated

'free from attachment' instead of R's 'attached to it", and vive-

kam anubruhaye in 75 translated as 'cultivate detachment' in place

of R's 'strive after wisdom'. Sometimes there is no apparent

reason for his change, and as his command of English is not of

the same standard as R's, the results are occasionally somewhat

opaque. It is not immediately obvious what one is meant to under-

stand by: 'Neither a mother nor a father nor other relatives will

do that (whereby) a rightly directed thought will make him one

superior to it' (43); or 'even unto one there nought is oneself'

(62); or 'An ignorant man who is conceited as a wise one, he in-

deed, is called an ignoramus' (63); or 'taking upon this refuge'
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(189, 192).

K's translation has other oddities, which are possibly based

upon confusion of forms. He translates vannagandham in 49 as

'colorful' and we may suspect that he has confused it with vanna-

vantam in 51-52 which he renders in the same way. In 44-45 he

translates dbammapadam sudesitam as 'the well-taught path of righ-

teousness', presumably confusing pada with patha, although in the

notes (p. 164) he includes a reference to 'the well-taught verses

of the doctrine'. In 168 he translates vititlhe na ppamajjeyya

('one should stand up, one should not be careless') as 'let one

not be indolent in (the gathering of) scraps (as alms)', which

looks as though he has taken uttite/ie to be ucchltthe , perhaps

helped by R's misprint utthitthe . In 188 bahum ve saranam yantl

is translated as 'Many are they.,, that resort as refuge..,',

which suggests that hahum is being taken as a nominative plural.

Sometimes K improves on R, although it is not always clear

that he knows how or why he is doing so. So in 74 he translates

'Let both householders and recluses know that this has been done

by myse-lf', where R and C&P have 'think', translating mafiSartu,

which is also read by the Commentary. Udanavarga XIII. 5, however,

reads jlnlyur 'let them know', and it seems preferable to divide

the word kata maniiantu as katam ahnantu , where the latter word

is the third plural imperative from ajanatl "know 1

. In 179 he

translates koci loke as 'anywhere in the world', which is certain-

ly correct, since koci stands for kvaci , whereas the Commentary

(followed by R and C&F) takes it as a nominative singular. In

his notes, however, K gives no hint that he is consciously depart-

ing from R's interpretation.

Similarly, he translates vljessatl in 44 as "will compre-

hend', i.e. the equivalent of vijanissati 'will know 1

, instead

of 'will conquer' as R and C&P take it. He does this, he says,

at Jayawickrama ' s suggestion (although this is in fact the explan-

ation given in the Commentary), because '"will conquer" makes no

sense in the present context" although, as noted, other transla-

tors find this a satisfactory interpretation. CSP read vijessazi

in the Dharamapada itself but vicessati for the lemma in the Commen-

tary, and they have a note pointing out that the various tradi-

tions are undecided about whether to read -c- or -J-. It is clear
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that there Is a pun Intended on vlci- in pada a 'to distinguish,

separate, understand' and paci- in pada d 'to pluck'. The various

readings have come into existence because the verse has at some

stage been transmitted through (and possibly even composed in)

a dialect which turned intervocalic consonants into -y-. Uhen

the Pali redactors (or the redactors of the version upon which

the Pali Dhammapada is based) were faced with this verse they

were uncertain about the correct forms to adopt in their own dia-

lect. When translating the pada about picking flowers there was

no doubt - the verb there had to be ci-. In the first pada the

decision was not so easy. Although the verb vici- existed and

made very good sense, and must indeed have been the form which

the commentator had in mind when he gave his explanation, never-

theless {pace K) the Idea of conquering the world and becoming

a Jina was also very possible. Hence the ambivalence of the tra-

dition .

Sometimes we may suspect that a departure by K from R's inter-

pretation is based upon a misunderstanding of the Pali, e.g. in

34 maradfieuuam pahatave is translated 'The dominion of Mara should

be eliminated', which suggests that pahatave (an infinitive of

purpose - 'to avoid the dominion of Mara' ) has been taken as though

it were the future passive participle pahatabbam . C&P have a

long note on this word (pp. 435-6) which reveals that they were

rather baffled by the inclusion of the form pahatabbam in the

Commentary. They explain their efforts to reconcile this form

with the Infinitive which they correctly realise pahatave to be.

Their confusion is hard to understand. The Commentary rightly

explains pahatave by an alternative form of the infinitive (paha-

t™), but in the exegesis of the verse the sentence is changed

to the passive construction and reworded so that the future pas-

sive participle is included. I do not think that the Commentary

is trying to explain the infinitive by the future passive partici-

ple as C&P seem to believe, and 1 cannot accept their translation

'[Fit] to discard [is] Mara ' s sway'.

The possibility of the word amata having the meaning 'immorta-

lity' has caused problems for both C&P and K. In his note on

verse 21 K states: "amata-pad am has been translated by R as the

'abode of eternal life'. Amata (Sanskrit amrta ) , being the goal
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of the religious life, was assumed to be the avoidance of death,

including death in this life, and the attainment of eternal rest

in the future. Such a view of immortality seems incompatible

with the rest of the teachings of the Buddha. ... Amata or immor-

tality, therefore, could be taken only in the sense of absence

of rebirth." A reader may well feel that, although K has made

a good point here, 'absence of rebirth 1 is not the most obvious
way to define 'immortality', and it would have been helpful if

he had expanded his explanation.

The commentary on verse 27 explains that nibbana is called

amata because, as a result of not being born, it does not grow
old and die. Such a statement makes no sense and must be incor-

rect, because nibbana is the opposite of samsara , and yet it could

equally well be said that samsara is not born, and therefore will

not grow old and die. On the other hand, we cannot say that sam-

saia is born and will grow old and die. It is clear that the

epithets must refer, not to nibbana, but to the conditions which

pertain in nibbana , which must be the opposite of those which

pertain in samsara . In their translation C&P quote a later com-

mentary upon the Dhammapada which seems to recognise this problem.

It gives the information that nibbana is called 'deathless' be-

cause it is free from old age and death and because it destroys

old age and death for the noble ones who have attained it. Once

we realise that these epithets must refer to the condition of

those beings who have gained nibbana , then we can see that the

translation 'immortality' for amata gives the wrong impression,

because it implies that such beings live for ever which, as K

has made clear, is an untenable view. The correct translation

must be 'where there is no death,'

Strangely, although K has this lengthy note about amata and

C&P quote the explanation from one of the later commentaries,

both translations nevertheless follow their predecessors. K tran-

slates the compound word ama ta-padam in 2 1 as 'the path to immor-

tality'; in 114 he renders amatam padam as 'path of immortality';

in 374 he translates amatam as 'immortality"; in 411 he renders

amat' -ogadham as 'immersed himself in immortality'. C&P translate

i 'the path to the Deathless', 'the immortal state', 'ambrosia'

and 'the Deathless' respectively. They are clearly following
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others; Max Muller translated the same passages as: 'the path

of immortality 1

, 'the immortal place, 'the immortal' and 'the

Immortal" respectively. Radhakrishnan translated: "the path to

eternal life', 'the deathless state'. 'life eternal' and 'the

eternal' respectively.

It is noteworthy that C&P sometimes foil ommonly accep-

ted translation elsewhere too, even when the Commentary gives

another explanation, and there is nothing which prevents them

following it, e.g. in 175 they translate nTuanri as 'are led',

although the presence of yanti twice in the first line shows clear-

ly that we are dealing with a development of nlryanti 'they go

forth', as the Commentary's explanation nissarantl ('they go out')

shows. To translate as they do misses the whole point of the

verse, which means 'Geese can go high in the sky; men can go in

the sky by supernormal powers; but the wise (i.e. the followers

of the Buddha) can go away from this world (i.e. attain nibbana)' .

K gets this right, but he gives no note about his interpretation,

and it may be that he is merely following the Commentary (see

above). C&P usually draw attention to anomalies in the Commentary,

e.g. while translating disc in 42 as 'foe', they point out that

the Commentary explains it as 'thief*. On the other hand they

sometimes ignore such anomalies, e.g. in 166 they translate sadat-

thapasuto as 'intent on the true purpose", and make no comment

upon the Commentary, which must have interpreted sadattha as sa-

-d-attha (<rsva + art/ia with a sandhi -d-), since it explains

this as 'engaged in one's own purpose' (sake atthe) . K, on the

other hand, devotes a long note to the verse, justifying his re-

jection of the Commentary's interpretation.

K's reaction to Brough leads him to make incorrect statements

about him - referring to 82 he says (p. 167) that Brough thinks

that the occurrence of the word dhammani in Jataka V 221,27* is

incorrect. Brough actually says 'the neuter plural occurs, and
Q

probably correctly... . On the same verse C&P take a more sober

line, and agree that the plural is unusual (p. 451). They are

perhaps putting more trust In the Patna Dharmapada than Is justi-

fied when they say its reading dhammani ioccana decisively sup-

ports the Pali reading. The Patna Dharmapada reading does nothing

more than show that the reading, right or wrong, was already pre-
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sent In the version upon which the Patna Dharmapada is based.

Although it suits C&P here to be able to say that 'the Patna Dhar-

mapada decisively supports the Pali reading', I have not found

anywhere in their translation a statement that 'the Patna Dharma-

pada here decisively refutes the Pali reading'. Elsewhere, how-

ever, when the Patna Dharmapada, unknown to Brough when he made

his edition, agrees with the Pali against the Gandharl Dharmapada

and the Udanavarga they are often content merely to state the

fact. In one place, however, their reaction leads C&P to forget

their Sanskrit - on p. 421 they reject Brough's suggestion that

vahato in 1 is the genitive of the word vahatu 'draught ox', on

the grounds that the Udanavarga reads vahatah and the Patna Dhar-

mapada reads vahato, 'both of which support the [traditional ex-

planation in the] Pali commentary'. In saying this they overlook

the fact that Patna vahato (like Pali vahato) is the expected

development in the dialect of that text from Brough's conjectured

vahatoh , while the Udanavarga vahatah represents the Buddhist Hy-

brid Sanskrit's redactor's 'translation' of the vahato which he

received in his exemplar, and cannot be used as evidence one way

or the other. Bizarrely, having objected to Brough's explanation,

they adopt his translation: ',., as a wheel the draught ox's foot'.

CitP quote extensively from Brough. They do not do this merely

to reject his views, but are prepared to discuss variant tradi-

tions, e.g. svakhtjata -dharma as opposed to *samkhtjata-dhamma in

70, although they do not consider *samskrta-dharma which, despite

the note on p. 447, would seem to be the only possible antecedent

to the form samkhata-dhamma which they actually read in the verse.

They seem, however, to he unacquainted with other literature about

the Gandharl Dharmapada, and have a long note on sahkarabhute&u

In 59, because they do not realise the possibility of separating

su from sankarabhute and taking it as a particle. They refer

to Roth's edition of the Patna Dharmapada and Bernhard's edition

of the Udanavarga , both unused by K, but neither their transla-
12

tion nor K's seems to owe anything to Luders' work . There is,

for example . no hint of any knowledge of the existence in Pali

of an ablative singular in -am, and although C&P state that 'from

a flower' would be a better translation for puppham in 49, and

point to the existence of the ablative forms puspa and puspad
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in the parallel texts, they do not suggest that puppham might

be an ablative. Nor do the translators reveal any knowledge

of an accusative plural in -am in Pali, with the result that

both translations take kanham dhammam and sukkam in 87 as singu-

lar ('a shady /shadowy dhamma... the bright'), whereas the Commen-

tary on Samyutta-Mkaya V 24,21, where the verse recurs, makes

it clear that it is referring to akusaia and Jtusala dhammas

.

Patna Dharmapada 284 and Udanavarga XVI. 14 both have plural forms

in the parallel versions of the verse.

K seems to have interpreted Brough's statement, quoted above,

as meaning that the Gandharl Dharmapada was 'more primitive'

than the Dhammapada, although Brough quite clearly stated that

the Udanavarga, Pali Dhammapada and Gandharl Dharmapada 'show,

simply on inspection, that no single one of them has a claim

superior to the others to represent this section of a 'primitive'

Buddhist canon'
13

. K seems to believe that Brough was the first

person to have stated that the Pali version was not necessarily

superior to all others, which would suggest that he had not read

Brough's introduction very carefully. He accuses Brough of ex-

hibiting a 'prejudice which does not help towards a proper under-

standing of the different versions and their relative positions'

(p.vii).

tt must be stressed that all the versions of the Dhammapada

we possess are translations of earlier versions, all going back

ultimately to a corpus of verses, the core of which came into

existence at a very early stage of Buddhism, possibly at the

time of the Buddha, although it is very likely that additions

were made to the corpus after that time. Even if we could date

the versions we have, we should be dating only the translation

of an earlier version. If we look at any one of this group of

texts we will find that each one of then has some features which

might reasonably be surmised to be. if not original, then at

least close to the original, and yet as the same time each one

has features which are manifestly incorrect or late. The rela-

tionship between Pali Dhammapada, Patna Dharmapada, Gandharl

Dharmapada and Udanavarga is very complicated, with patterns

of equivalence between them varying from verse to verse, and

sometimes even from pada to pida . The fact that any two or more
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of them agree in some feature tells us only that in some way,

in the history of the texts, they were dependent upon a common

source for that particular feature. The number of verses each

redactor selected, the numbers of vargas into which they were

sorted and the way in which verses were apportioned to each varga,

give us no information whatsoever about the date at which each

selection was made.

To translate the Dhammapada one needs to be entirely without

pre-conceived notions- about which version is 'best'; one must

be thoroughly acquainted with all the other versions; one must

know about all the secondary literature which has been written

about these, especially articles dealing with the relationship

between them; one must be an expert in the grammar of Sanskrit,

Pali and other Middle Indo-Aryan languages; one must have a flair

for seeing a point which other translators have not even realised

presents a difficulty and for being able to solve the problem.

Moreover, to translate the Dhammapada into English one must be

able to write good, clear, unambiguous and idiomatic English.

No wonder Brough said it was too difficult!
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THE DHAMMAPADA - EAST AND WEST

Russell Webb

The factors that have contributed to this text's continuing popu-

larity are: (1) its self-sufficiency as a guide to Buddhist

thought and practice {i.e. it 'represents' the Sutta Pitaka to a

greater degree than any other text); (ii) its readability, and

(iii) its relative concision.

It is interesting to recall the vast number of editions and

translations that have been produced, especially since the text

in question is, in many cases, the only complete canonical work

that has appeared on a commercial basis.

ASIAN EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

Arabic - Boulos Salama (tr. - unpublished) Khartoum 1959

Bengali - Charu Chandra Bobc (ed. and tr., incl. Sanskrit tr.)

MBS, Calcutta 1904, 1960

L.M. Joshi and Sharada Gandhi (tr. with text in Guru-

* mukhi script) Patiala 1969

Bhikshu Shilabhadra (tr.) HBS c . I960

Burmese (Rangoon)

Khuddakanikaya I, 1924

Chat thasangltl Pitakam (Sahgayana ed . ) Khuddakanikaya

I

1961, 1972

Sirimangala-paritta-pali (ed.) 1986

Thingaza Hsaya Agga-DhammSlankara (ed. and tr . ) I860

Hpo Lat (tr. ) 1951

T.H. Levin ( tr . ) 1873

Saya Tint (tr.) 1925

Chinese - Fa-chii-ching (incl. 13 vargas from an Udanavarga) Nanjio

1365

Dainlhon Kotei DaizSkyo 24, Tokyo 1880-5

Dainihon Kotei Zokyo 26, Kyoto 1902-5

Taisho Shinsha Diazokyo 210 Tokyo 1927

Fa-chu-p'i-yu-ching (T 211) - S. Beal (tr.), loc. sub.

T. Adachi (tr.) Hokkugyo Kogi , Tokyo 1935
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C, Akanuma and K. Nishlo (tr.) Hokkuhi yugyo , Tokyo 1931

Bhikkhu Dharmakittl (Liao-chan, tr.) nan cft'uan fa chu.

Hong Kong 1961

Bhiksu Jan Hai (tr. Narada's English ed . ) Taipei n.d.

[Related, apocryphal text - T 2901, tr. by H. Ui in his Saiiki

Batten no Kenkuu - 'Study of the Buddhist Scriptures from Central

Asia' . Tokyo 1969]

U.K. Bhagwat (ed. with English tr.) Bombay 1935

Vinoba Bhave (ed.) niva samhita padasuch J-sahl t a , Kasi

[Benares] 1959

Rai Carat Das and Seelakkhanda Thera (ed.) Calcutta

1899

J. Kashyap (ed.) in Khuddakanikaya I, Nalanda Devanaga-

rl Pali Series, 1959

C. Kunhan Raja (ed. with English tr.) Adyar 1956, 1984

P.L. Vaidya (ed. with English tr. by R.D. Shrikhande)

Poona 1923 (rev. ed . with tr. by Vaidya) 1934

Hindi - Bhikshu K. Dharraarakshita (tr. with Devanagarl text)

MBS, Sarnath 1954, 1963; with tr. of stories from

Commentary, Varanasi 1971

Rahula Sankrtyayana (tr. with Devanagarl text) Allaha-

bad 1933

Japanese (all tr. - published in Tokyo?)

Ryoda Miyata et al. in Nanden Daizokyo 23, 1937

MakotO Nagai Dhammapada, 1948

Hajime Nakamura fludda no S-hinri no Kotoba , 1978

Shundo Tachlbana in Kokuyaku Daizokyo 12, 19 18

Entai Tomomatsu B/iammapada , 1961, 1969

Unrai Wogihara Hokku Kyo, 1935

Brah Traipitaka pali (with tr.) Phnom Penh 1938

(with Lao, English and French trss) Vientiane 1974

Slnhala (Colombo)

Buddha Jayanti Tripitaka Series 24, Khuddakanikaya

I, 1960 (with Sinhalese tr.)

E.W. Adikarant (ed. with English tr . ) 1954
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A. P. Buddhadatta (ed. and tr.) n.d.

A. P. de Soysa (tr.) 195-

Devamitta (tr.) Dhamtnapada-puxana-sannaya , 1926

H. Devamitta (~ H. Sri Dharmakirtl Devamitra, ed . )

Sanna sahita dhammapadaya , 1879, 1911

U. Dhammananda (tr.) Dhammapadartha-gatha-sannaya , Alut-

gam a 1907

K. Dhammara tana (tr.) Dhammapada-purana-sannaya , 1926

M. Sri fJineSvara Dharmananda (ed. and tr . ) saddhaimakau -

mud! nam bhavartthavivaranasahita dhammapadapal i ya

,

1927, 1946

B. Sir! Sivall ( ed . and tr. with English tr.), 1954,

1961

S. Sumangala (tr.) Dhammapadartha-ga tha-sannaya , 1899

Thai (Bangkok)

Udaya Devamoll et al. (ed.) Syaraara tthassa Tepitakam

25, 1926, 1980

Brah Traipita k-bhasa-daiy 38 (tr.) 1957

(ed. and tr . ) Gatha Phra Thamnabod gamglorn , Wat Ben-

chamabopltr 1961

Klong khatha tharamabat (ed. and tr.) 1933

Sathienpeng Wonnapok (tr. with English tr . ) 1979

Brah Dharmapad-caturbhag (Thai and roman texts , Tha i and

English trss) 1987

Nepali - Bh. Amritananda (tr.), Kalimpong 1950

Satya Mohan Joshi (tr.), Lalitpur 1956

Tibetan - Gedun Chomphel (tr.) Cftos kyi tshigs su b£ad pa btugs

so, Gangtok 1946, New Delhi 1976

and in an appendix to Derge Kanjur and Tanjur ( ed .

Dhario Publishing), Berkeley 1980

- another tr., HBS, Sarnath 1964

Vietnamese

(Thfch) Minh Chau (tr. - unpublished?), Van Hanh Bud-

dhist Institute, Saigon c.1975

(Thlch) Thien Chau (tr.) Villebon-sur-Yvette (Paris)

1980
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WESTERN EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS

(N.B. All texts in roman script unless otherwise indicated)

Suriyagoda Sumangala (ed.) PTS, London 1914

Catalan

Du r c h

English

Joaqulm Torres i Godori ( tr . ) La Setidera de la Perfeccio,

Hontserrat 1982

Vincent Lesny (tr.) Prague 1947

Chr. Lindtner (tr.) Buddhas laereord, Copenhagen 1981

Pcul Tuxen (tr.) Copenhagen 1920, 1953

J. A. Blok (tr.) in Woorden van den Boeddha, Deventer 19-

53. 1970

E.W. Adlkaram ( tr . ) Colombo 1954

B. Ananda Haitreya (tr.) serialised in Pali Buddhist Re-

view 1 and 2, London 1976-7, and offprinted as

Law Verses, Colombo 1978

J. Austin (comp.) The Buddhist Society, London 1945, 19-

78

Irving Babbitt (tr.) New York 1936, 1965

Bhadragaka (corap.) Collection of Verses on the Doctrine

of the Buddha, 'Bangkok 1952' - printed 1965

N.K. Bhagwat (tr.) Bombay 1931, Hong Kong 1968

A. P. Buddhadatta (ed. and tr.) Colombo 1954, Bangkok 19-

71

Buddharakkhita (tr.) HBS, Bangalore 1966; Buddhayoga

Meditation Society, Fawnskin (California) and Syari-

kat Dharma, Kuala Lumpur 1984; BPS , Kandy 1985

E.W. Burlingame (tr. incl. Commentary) Buddhist Legends,

3 vols. Harvard 1921, PTS 1979. Selected and rev.

by Khantipalo for Buddhist Stories, 4 vols, BPS,

Kandy 1982-8

Thomas Byrora (comp.) London 1976

John Ross Carter and Kahinda Palihawadana (ed. and

tr. ) New York 1987

J. P. Cooke and O.G. Pettis (tr.) Boston 1898

U. Dhammajoti (tr.) MBS, Benares 1944

Eknath Easwaran (tr.) Blue Mountain Center, Berkeley
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1986, London 1987

Albert J. Edmunds (tr.) Hymns of the Faith, LaSalle (Il-

linois) 1902

D.J. Gogerly (tr, vaggas 1-18) in The Friend IV {Colom-

bo 1840). repr. in Ceylon Friend (Colombo 1881)

and in his collected works, Ceylon Buddhism II (Lon-

don 1908)

James Gray (tr.) Rangoon 1881, Calcutta 1887

K. Gunaratana (tr.) Penatig 1937

Norton T.W. Hazeldine (tr.) The Dhammapada , or the Path

of Righteousness, Denver 1902

Raghavan Iyer (ed. and tr . ) Santa Barbara 1986

U.D. Jayasekera (tr. - unpublished) Colombo 1986

David J. Kalupahana (ed. and tx.) A Path of Righteous-

ness, Lanham 1986

Suzanne Karpelea (? tr . ) serialised in Advent (Fondi-

cherry 1960-5) and repr. in Questions and Answers

(Collected Works of the Mother 3, Pondicherry 1977)

Harischandra Kaviratnn (ed.and tr.) wisdom of the Buddha,

Theosophical University Press, Pasadena 1980

Khantlpalo (tr.) Crowing the Bodhi Tree, Bangkok 1966

The Path of Truth, Bangkok 1977

C. Kunhan Raja (tr,) Adyar 1956, 1984

P. Lai (tr. ) New York 1967

T. Latter ( tr , ) Moultnein 1850

Wesley La Violette (free rendering and interpretation)

Los Angeles 1956

C.P. Malalaseker^ ( ti . - unpublished) Colombo 1969

Juan Mascard (tr.) Harmondsworth 1973

P. Max MUller (tr.) London 1870, SBE - Oxford 1881,

New York 1887, Delhi 1980. Contained also in John

B. Al phonso-Karkala An Anthology of Indian Litera-

ture (Harmondsworth 1971 - selection only), Lewis

Browne The World's Greatest Scriptures (New York 19-

45, 1961 - selection only), E.A. Burtt The Teachings

of the Compassionate Buddha (New York 1955, 1963),

Allie M. Frazier Readings in Eastern Religious

•*--"t<t)it I T 'Philadelphia 1969 - selection only).
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C.H. Hamilton Buddhism, a Rel igion of Infinite

compassion (New York 1952), Charles F. Hornt The

Sacred Books and early Literature of the East X

(New York 1917, Delhi 1987), Raymond Van Over East-

ern Hgsticism I (New York 1977 - selection only),

Lin Yutang The wisdom of China and India (New York

1942) and The wisdom of India (London 1944, Bombay

1966).

Narada (ed. and tr . ) Kandy 1940, London 195'., 1972,

Saigon 1963, Calcutta 1970, Colombo and New Delis

i

1972, BUS, Kuala Lumpur 1978; and. with addition

of summary of commentary to each verse by K. Sri

Dhammananda, Kuala Lumpur 1988; tr . incl. in The

Path ot Buddhism , Colombo 1956

Piyadassi (tr.) Selections from the Dhammapada, Colombo

1974

(tr, incl. Commentary) Stories of Buddhist In-

dia, 2 vols, Horatuwa 1949, 1953

Swami Premananda (tr.) The Path of the Sternal Law,

Self -Realization Fellowship, Washington (D.C.)

1942

S. Radhakrishnan (ed. and tr.) Madras 1950, 1987. Delhi

1980. Repr. in S. Radhakrishnan and Charles A.

Moore ( ed . ) Jl Source Book in Indian Philosophy,

Princeton and Oxford Univ. Presses 1957

C.A.F, Rhys Davids (ed . and tr . ) Verses on Dhairwa , PTS,

London 1931

Sangharakshita (tr.) vaggas 1-12 serialised in FtlBO

Newsletter , London 1969 f f

.

S.E.A. Scherb (tr.) 'The golden verses of the Buddha'

- a selection for the Christ ian Register , Boston 18-

61.

SIlac3ra (tr.) The Way of Truth, The Buddhist Society

of Great Britain and Ireland, London 1915

Silananda (ed. and tr . ) The Eternal Message of 7,ord

Buddha, Calcutta 1982

B. Siri Slvali (tr.) Colombo 1954, 1961

W. Somalokatissa (tr.) Colombo 1953, 1969
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Daw Mya Tin (ed. and tr , ) Rangoon 1986

Roger Tite (coup, - unpublished) Southampton 1974

P.L. Vaidya (tr.) Poona 1923, 1934

W.D.C. Wagisvara and K.J. Saunders (tr.) The Buddha's

Way ol virtue, London 1912, 1927

Sathienpong Wannapok (tr.) The Buddha's Words, Bangkok

1979

S.W. Wijayatilake (tr.) The Way of Truth, Madras 1934

F.L. Woodward (tr.) The Buddha's Path of Virtue, Adyar

1921, 1949

[The Cunningham Press, Alhambra (California) 1955,

repr. The Theosophical Society, Bombay 1957, 1965]

Esperanto

La Dhamapado de Budhismo , Montevideo 1973

T.T. Anuruddha (tr.) La Vojo al Hirvano, Vung-Tau 1973

George Yoxon (tr.) serialised in La Budhismo (Heswall

1931-4) and La Budha Lumo (Prestatyn 1950-7)

Estoni an - Linnart Mall (tr.) Tallinn 1977

Finnish - Hugo Valvanne (tr.) Hyveen sanoja, Porvoo-Helsinki 1953

French - Centre d" Etudes Bouddhiques (tr.) Versets du Dhamma,

Grenoble 1976

Andre Chedel (tr.) Les Vers de la Doctrine, Paris 1978

P.S. Dhammarama (ed. and tr.) BEFEO LI, 2, Paris 1963

Fernando Ku (tr.) Paris 1878

Suzanne Karpeles (tr.) Commentaires sur le Dhammapada

,

Pondicherry 1960, 1974

R. and M. de Maratray (tr.) Pans 1931

Narada ( ed . and tr . Prajnananda [R. Jolyl) serialised

in Sagesse 1-4, Gretz 1968-9; offpr, (with text)

as Dhammapada . Les Stances du Dhamma, Gretz 1983

German - Paul Dahlke ( tr . ) Der Pfad der Lehre , Berlin 1919, Hei-

delberg 1970

R.O. Franke (tr.) Dhamma -Worte , Jena 1923

Walter Markgraf (tr.) Der Pfad der wahrhei

t

, Munich 1912

Hans Much ( tr . ) Das hohe tied der Wahrheit des Buddha

Gautama, Hamburg 1920
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F. Max MUller (tr.) Leipzig 1885

K.E. Neumann (tr.) Der Wahrhei tpfad , Leipzig 1893, Mun-

ich 1921, Zurich-Vienna 1957

Kurt Schmidt (tr.) in Spruche und Lieder, Constance 1954

L. von Schroder (tr.) Worte der wahrheit, Leipzig 1892

Theodore Schultze (tr.) Leipzig 1885

Albrecht Weber (tr.) in ZDMG XIV, Leipzig I860, and

Indische Streifen I, Berlin 1868

Hebrew - Partial tr. by Schlomo Kalo as Hipi Buddha, Jaffa

1973

Hungarian

Erno Hetenyi (tr.) AMM , Budapest 1953

GyOrgy Kovacs (tr. - unpublished) Budapest 1932

Icelandic -Stfren Stfrensen (tr.) Reykjavik 1954

Italian - Eugenio Frola (tr.) L'orma della Discipllna , Turin 1962

Luigi Martinelli (tr.) in Etica Buddhista e Ktica Cris-

tiana
y Florence 1971

P.E. Pavolini (tr.) flntoiogia di morale buddhistica,

Milan 1908; repr. in resti di moraie buddhistica

,

Lunciano 1912, 1933

Lin Vutang (in tr.) in La saggezza deii 'India, Bompiani

1960

Latin - V. Fausbtfll (ed. and tr.) Copenhagen 1855, OsnabrUck

1972

Norwegia n

Kare Lie (tr.) Oslo 1976

Polish - St. Fr. Michalski (tr.) SciezHa Prawdy, Warsaw 1925,

Lodz 1948

Portuguese

Nissim Cohen (ed. and tr . ) A senda da Virtude, SSo Paulo

1985

G. da Silva (corap. from various eds) SSo Paulo 1978

Lin Yutang (in tr.) in A Sabedaria da China e da India,

Rio de Janeiro 1969

5uss_ian - N.I. Gerasimova (tr.) Moscow 1898
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V.N. Toporov (tr.) Bibliotheca Buddhica XXXI, Moscow

1960

Serbo-Croat

Vesna Krmpotic (tr.) in Hiljadu lotosa, Belgrade 1971

Spanish - Carmen Dragonetti (tr.) El camlno del Dharma , Lima 1.964,

Buenos Aires 1967

Juan Mascarfi (tr.) El camino tie perfection, Mexico City

19 76

Swedish - Rune Johansson (tr.) fluddhistisJca Aforismer, Stockholm

1967

L.N. (tr.) Buddhas Evangelium eJJer Dhammapadam , Gote-

borg 1927

Ake Ohlmarks (tr. ) in Buddha talade och sade, Stockholm

1968

INDO-CENTRAL ASIAN TEXTS AND STUDIES

H.W. Bailey 'The Khotan Dharmapada', BSOAS XI, London 1943-6

Michael Balk Uncersuchungen zum Udanavarga „ Untersuchungen BerUch-

slchtiging mi t telindlscher Parallelen und eines tlbetl-

schen Komraentar s . Ph.D. diss., Bonn 1988

B.M. Barua and S. Mitra ( ed . ) Pra*rit Mammapada , Calcutta 1921,

repr. Delhi 1988. (Selected trss in Laurence U. Fawcett

Seeking Gotama Buddha in His Teachings
, privately

published, Radnor, Penn., 1962, pp. 50-6)

A. A. G. Bennett 'The Text of the Dhammapada' The Maha Bodht 66,

Calcutta 1958

'The Prakrit Dharmapada' (6 parts). lb., 66-7, 1958-9

'The Smritivarga of the Sanskrit Dharmapada'. lb. 69,

1961

J. Brough (ed.) The Candharz Dharmapada, London 1962

S. Levi 'Textes sanserifs de Touen-houang . . . Dharmapada...',

JA, Paris 1910

'

L
' Apramada-Varga . Etude sur les recensions des Dharma-

padas* , JA 1912

Kogen Mizuno 'A Comparative Study of Dharmapadas' Buddhist studies

in Honour of llammalava SaddhSl issa , ed . G , Dhammapala et
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al, Nugegoda 1984

'Dharmapadas of Various Buddhist Schools' Studies in

Pali and Buddhism, ed . A.K, Narain, Delhi 1979

p.K. Mukherjee 'The Dhammapada and the udanavarga', Indian histo-

rical Quarterly XI, Calcutta 1935

Hideaki Nakatani 'Remarques sur la transmission des Dharmapada'

Bulletin d'Etudes Indiennes 2, Paris 1984

r Pischel 'Die Turf an-Rezensionen des Dhammapada', SPAW XXXIX,

Berlin 1908

Bernard Pauly (ed. from Pelliot Collection) 'Fragments Sanskrits

de Haute Asie': XV Udanavarga 33 < BrShmanavarga )
with

parallel versions in Prakrit and Tibetan recensions....

and Dhammapada , JA 1961

Pavel Poucha Institutions linguae Tocharicae. 2. Chrestomathia

tocharica (Prague 1956). Incl. edited fragments of

the Tocharian Dharmapada and Udanavarga with their

corresponding parallels in Pali, Sanskrit and Tibetan

L. Schmithausen *Zu den Rezensionen des UdSnavarga*, WZKS XIV.

Vienna 1970

Ch. Willemen 'The Prefaces to the Chinese Dharmapadas. Fa ChU

Ching and Ch ' U Yao Ching '
, Toung Pao LIX, Leiden 1973

Oharmapada. A Concordance to Udlnavarga, Dhammapada,

and the Chinese Dharmapada Literature, Brussels 1974

Introduction to The Chinese Udanavarga, Brussels 1978

OTHER STUDIES

Andre Chedel 'Le Dhammapada, recueil de sentences bouddhiques '

,

Bulletin de la Societe Suisse des Amis de 1 'Extreme-

Orient V, Berne L943

Nahinda Palihawadana ' Dhammapada and Commentary ': Some Textual Prob-

lems and Brough's Comments on Them', Vidyodaya Journal

of Arts, Science and Letters, Silver Jubilee No., Nuge-

goda 1984.
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NEWS AND NOTES

Lamotte Symposium v

The first in what is hoped to be a series of conferences dedica-

ted to the works of the late Etienne Lamotte was held in Belgium

between 24-27 September 1989. It was organised jointly by the

Institut Orlentaliste de l'Universite Catholique de Louvaln (-la-

Neuve) and the Section d'Histoire et de Philologie Oxientales

de l'Universite d'Etat de Liege. The opening reception and first

two days' proceedings were held in the prestigious Palais des

Academies (near the Royal Palace in central Brussels) and the

last day was spent at Colonster Castle (now administered by the

University of Liege and sited on a hill outside the city).

The main theme of the proceedings, 'History of Indian Bud-

dhism', denoted the fact that the great master's magnum opus

was now available in English so as to ensure a wider circulation,

and the translator, Sara Boin-Webb, was present. Although each

session was originally intended to fall under one or other cate-

gory (viz. 'The Scriptural Tradition', 'The Early Buddhist Doc-

trine', ' Buddhology '
, 'Buddhist Schools and Languages', 'Buddhist

Languages/Abhidharma Studies', 'Archaeological Discoveries',

'The Transition to Mahayana '
, 'On Hahayana Literature'), in the

event each days' programme had to be rearranged with the advent

of new speakers to compensate for those who dropped out (the

latter included the entire contingent from India).

The first day opened with a consideration of 'The Value of

the Ta chift tu lun for the Study of the Origins of Mahlyana

'

by H. Durt (Inst, du HSbogirin, Kyoto), a former pupil of Lamotte;

the latter had utilised this encyclopaedic text of Nagarjuna

to compose the Traits de la Grande vertu de Sagesse (in the cour-

se of English translation). This was followed by the first talk

from a member of the large Japanese contingent, K.. Fujii (Tokoha-

gakuen-Hamamatsu Univ.) entitled 'On the Stman Theory in the

Mahiparinirvanasiitra' . Next, A. Pezzali (Bologna) described

'The Spiritual Progress to Reach Nirvana according to Vasubandhu'

whilst P.S. Jaini (Berkeley) examined the early textual referen-

ces to the alleged 'Ignorance of the Arhat ' and K. Bhattacharya

(Paris) discussed the references to 'Anatman in Lamotte's Works
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(and stated that this doctrine was also to be found in the Brahma-

ot ras). The afternoon session commenced with a survey 'On the

Origination and Characteristics of Buddhist Niklyas or Schools'

by H. Bechert (Gottingen) who has already written extensively

on this subject. J. Bronkhorst (Lausanne) then offered a compara-

tive study of two polemical texts, ' KathSvat t hu and vi j Ranakaya
'

.

These were followed by three Japanese contributors: A. Hirakawa

,

•The Meaning of Dharma ' (based on Candraklrt 1
'
s Prasannapada)

,

J. Kato, 'Siltravlda et Sautrlnt ika '
(extracted from his etude

EU r les ssotrantlia, Tokyo L989) and S. Kawasaki 'On the Sanskrit

and Tibetan Texts of Bhavya's Madhyama -Hrdaya-Tarka j vail (the

Ninth Chapter) '

.

The second day was mainly devoted to early textual and lingui-

stic studies, beginning with a survey of 'The Development of

the Pili Tipitaka in the Light of Style and Language' by O.v.

Hintiber (Freiburg). L. Sander (Berlin) examined 'The Earliest

Manuscripts from Central Asia and the Sarvastivada Mission'

(which has been pledged for publication in the forthcoming feli-

citation volume for D.M. MacKenzie), followed by K. Meisig (MUn-

ster) who spoke "On the Precanonical Shape of the Kevaddha-Su tta

as compared to the Kien-ku-king ' (its equivalent in Chinese).

Versions of the Asokivadana were discussed by H. Katsumura (Got-

tingen) - 'On the Structure of the Asoka Legend', whilst D. Sey-

fort Ruegg (Hamburg, who revealed that Lamotte had expressed

interest in translating the Ta thagatagarbhasQtra ) elucidated

'Atman, paramltman and ta thaga tagarbha in Buddhist Sutra and

Sastra', and F . Lottermoser (Mainz) surveyed 'Studies in the Sour-

ces of the Pali Commentaries: the Satipat thlnasut ta-Vannana '

.

In 'The Languages of Early Buddhism', K.R. Norman (Cambridge)

in effect continued Lamotte's survey in the tfistoire du bouddhisne

indien by concentrating on new editions of the Dharmapada and

Udanavatga and recent discoveries in the fields of Asokan inscrip-

tions and Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit. A. Tilakaratne (Hawaii)

then discussed 'The Origin and Development of "Sacred Language"

[ Pali] in the Buddhist Tradition' 1= Theravada ] . The final

talks of the day were illustrated by slides with varying success

(due to projectional difficulties): J. Pereira (New York) 'The

Aesthetics of the Stupa" (a very general survey covering most
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Asian countries), M,L. Stewart (London) 'Which Na~landa did Hiuen

Tsiang and I-tsing identify?' (a theme discussed In greater de-

tail in her published doctoral dissertation, Halanda Mahavihara.

A Study of an Indian Pala period Buddhist site and British his-

torical archaeology, 1861-1938. Oxford 1989} and J. Schotsmans

(Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels) 'Chattra or Mandala

in Early Buddhism' (illustrated mainly from Gandharan reliefs).

On the final (and very full day), N. Aramaki (Osaka) endeavour-

ed to deliver the longest paper of the Symposium, a detailed

analysis of 'The Development of the term 'Patfmokkha' in Early

Buddhism'. He was followed by J.S, Strong (Bates College, Lewis-

ton, Maine) who spoke on 'Buddha Bhakti and the Absence of the

Blessed One' (citing Sanskrit, Pali and Chinese textual examples);

R.L. Fastiggi (St Edward's Univ., Austin, Texas), declaimed,

from an imaginary pulpit, on 'The Deified Buddha of the Lotus

Sutra' and (naturally) its Christian parallels; R. Duquenne (EFEO,

Kyoto) examined 'Buddhist Docetism' by comparing ' Sakyamuni and

Vairocana'; C. Bautze-Picron (CNRS, Paris) very successfully

illustrated 'Some Aspects of ManjuSrl Iconography in India';

F, V, fiso (ex-student of Prof. A. Wayman, currently residing

In an Italian monastery) spoke on 'The Bodhisattva as a Buddhist

Saint'; and Rhi-ki Voung (Seoul) emphasised 'The Importance of

"Comprehensive Understanding"' - of the beginning of the Heart

Sutra, and continued by referring to the final chapter of the

Histoire (on Maitreya) and the meeting of Sudhana with Hanjusri

and Samantabhadra in the Gandavyuha

.

A concluding session was also held at Colonster Castle where

it was announced that:

1. The Symposium papers (where practicable) will be published

in two volumes - comprising those (i) directly related to

the ulstoire and (ii) on early Mahaylna Buddhism.

2. The Histoire will be updated and continued depending on the

extent of active participation.

1. A Second Symposium would be held, probably between the next

two conferences of the IABS (Paris 199 1 and Belgium 1994).

4. A Japanese translation of the ulstoire will appear in 1990.

5. A Chinese-Sanskrit Buddhist dictionary (orignally mooted by

the late J. Brough a decade ago) will also appear in Japanese
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within the next two ye ars. This could be translated into

English If sufficient interest and support is forthcoming.

Credit for a highly enjoyable and successful conference goes

co the Organizing Committee, headed by Prof. J. Ryckmans and

including the President of the Institut Orlentaliste ,
Prof. S.

Van Riet. especially the hard-working secretarial team. Dr J.M.

Verpoorten, Ph. Caes and W. Berger.

(Immediately following the Symposium a magnificent exhibition

of Japanese Buddhist art was held for two months at the headquar-

ters of the Lambert Bank in Brussels. A majority of the arte-

facts, which had never before left Japan, dated from the 7th

to 16th centuries and featured in the French-Flemish brochure-

catalogue .)

IABS Conference

The 9th Conference of the International Association of Buddhist

Studies was held in Taipei. Taiwan (Republic of China) between

26-28 July 1989. This was sponsored by the Institute for Sino-

Indian Buddhist Studies, and held in the National Library in

the heart of the city. The facilities were excellent: well-

lit lecture rooms or halls, with comfortable seating, wide tables

and good acoustics. An army of grey-clad nuns worked hard to

provide copies of the papers before each session.

Papers were presented in English by delegates from Belgium,

France, Italy, West Germany, Sweden, U.S.A.. Japan and India,

and in parallel Chinese sessions by delegates from Taiwan. Sub-

jects ranged from the early or formative period of Buddhism in

India (J-U. Hartmann, K. Meisig), through the early Hahayana

(T. Kubo). the Vajrayana in India (A-M. Bonneux) and Tibet (R-R.

Jackson. K. Sato), the various Japanese traditions (H-C. Shin,

G. Takiwa), to Buddhism in the modern period (H. Bechert, first

Paper; J, Maquec) and contemporary ethical considerations (G..P.

Redmond). On the whole the papers dealt with textual history

or with philosophical interpretation; only a few dealt with ar-

chaeology (M. Gobalakichenane) or with history per se (Bechert,

second paper). The papers given In Chinese also covered a wide

- continued on page 196 -
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BOOK REVIEWS

/History of Indian Buddhism . E. Lamotte, translated from the French

by Sara Boin-Webb. Institut Orientallste , Louvaln-la-Neuve 1988.

XXVI, 870 pp, plus 30 plates (No. XXIII on p. 420), 5 maps and

7 plans. B.Fr 2175 (distrlb. by Peeters Press, P.O. Box 41, 3000

Leuven, Belgium).

Though the ancient Buddhism of India is dead yet the corpse -

the corpus of its religious texts is still quite extensive, even

in Sanskrit and the related Prakrits. If the translations of

these into Chinese are considered as well, then the volume of

remaining Buddhist literature, a great deal of which perished

with the onslaughts of Muslims in India, is vast indeed, so great

that only a profoundly learned scholar will be able to work with

such a large range of material. Such a scholar was the late

Professor Etienne Lamotte and out of these Buddhist remains he

has created a tome which, due to a good translation about which

more will be said later, reads very well.

As the work is a history, of course it proceeds from a des-

cription of the pre-Buddhist background, the Buddha's life, the

doctrine found in the Nikaya /Agama and the Buddhist community

both monastic and lay, to chapters dealing with Magadha , the

Mauryan Empire, Sungas and Yavanas and the Saka-Pahlava period.

In the course of this historical progression the author inserts

some Interesting discussions on such topics as the date of the

Buddha, the various early Councils and the disappearance of the

Good Law, drawing on both Pali and Chinese sources. There is

in fact an abundance here of information on the vanished sects

of Indian Buddhism, all of which together formed the various

strands and protuberances of the trunk of Buddhadharma (the roots

of which were the Buddha himself).

Nowadays, all we have left are some branches, some still in

quite good health, and quite a lot of branchlets and twigs, all

devoid of a trunk upon which to grow. A ghost of a tree! Some

would claim, like orthodox Theravadins, that their branch was

the main branch, the upward continuation of the trunk, or even

that their doctrine was the tiunt. itself whi lt all oihe- Buddhist
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teachings were divergent branches. Such an attitude cannot be

sustained after reading this book. It becomes obvious that in

fact Theravada was one among many branches and not even the grea-

test among them. Its dominant position today may be accounted

for by a series of historical accidents, not by any claim to

the one true Oharma

.

Just as with branches of a tree which grow away from the trunk,

so that branchlets and twigs, though belonging to the same tree,

are widely separated, so are Buddhists from various traditions

now. A Theravadin Buddhist looks at the ritual of a Tibetan

Buddhist and does not know what he is looking at. A Chinese

Buddhist regards Theravadins as representatives of Hinayana to-

gether with all the vast myths that have collected round this

word, though it is doubtful if the Buddha and his great disciples

pictured in the Pali texts could be called HInayanists. A Japan-

ese Buddhist, say from one of the Zen lineages, finds the baroque

ornamentation of Tibetan culture overwhelming.,. All these di-

verse groups have grown out into far separated twigs and can

no longer, due to differences of language and culture, easily

meet each other.

It was different when the Indian trunk was alive for, as the

learned author remarks, the monks of all schools were in touch

with each other and shared a common culture, even a common liter-

ary language, Sanskrit. So it is a question whether the Dharma

can go on growing, twigs without a trunk. Kodern attempts to

revive Buddhism in India have achieved few results. The Maha

Bodhi Society has only established a few centres, most of which

are rests for Sinhalese pilgrims and make little impact on the

mass of Indian people. The Tibetan centres in India are for

Tibetans and occasionally for Westerners who will fit themselves

"-". not for Indians who regard this Buddhism as foreign. The

friends of the Western Buddhist Order is making efforts with

some of the former outcaste people in Maharashtra who have been

Buddhist since their leader, Dr Ambedkar, became a Buddhist over

thirty years ago, but such work is limited to one community.

Educated Indians, in the past often high-caste people, though

they sometimes took an interest in the Buddha ('a good Hindu')
or even in Buddhism to some extent, seldom committed themselves
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to the Triple Gem. Why was this? Because Buddhist teachers

in India were mostly scholars rather than meditators and practi-

cers. It is true that ye now have one or two meditation centres

in India, a fact that rights the balance to some extent. Still,

scholarship, a matter for state-run universities, and practice

done in meditation centres are far sundered. It is not easy

co revive a whole culture, for that is what enlivening the tree-

trunk would mean. It is not just a matter of reviving scholar-

ship and meditation practice but of revivifying popular devotion,

festivals and ceremonies so that the Dharma can enter into ordi-

nary people's lives again.

Before the destruction of Indian Buddhism, which proceeded

partly from a lack of good practice amongst Indian Buddhists,

as well as economic, social and religious pressures from outside,

Buddhists in India, though they may have held divergent views

on various matters, still discussed these things with each

other. Hahayana monks and perhaps nuns lived with their 'HInayana'

counterparts quite amicably and probably there was not the sharp

dividing line illustrated in Hahayana texts leading now to 'I'm

a Mahayanist , you're a... " especially among 'western' Buddhist

f ol lowers

.

It all depends on where you draw the line at what is Buddhava-

cana - the Buddha's words. Even the Pali Canon is rather flexi-

ble in this matter, managing to include as it does discourses

by contemporary disciples, discourses given after the Buddha's

demise and, if we are to believe the words of the Pali Commenta-

ries, even the whole of the Abhidhamma Including the Kathavatthu,

the skeleton of which was said to have been spoken by the Buddha.

Other schools were even more flexible in this matter of a contin-

uing 'revelation' and included the words of later Acaryas such

as Upagupta. The sutras of the Mahayana merely extend this pro-

cess and expand greaLly 'jpon seme themei already present in

the early Canon wh.il* urins a great deal of colourful imagination

as skilful meanr fov teaching people.

Hie book under review, however, does not really enter the

Ka'rTyana period, dealing anij but in great detail with the early

Co iicns and Sects, Schisms id Councils. It is a Mork that can
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be recommended as no other volume contains quite the same mass

f material so well organised. Of course, here and there, one

may be aware of the fact that the author was not a Buddhist -

In fact a Catholic priest - so that occasionally he makes really

strange comments. As a sample of this: 'It (the Buddha's Law)

does not seek to solve the enigmas which arise in the human mind,

but is merely intended to make man cross the ocean of suffering'

(p. 41). No Buddhist would say such a thing! On the contrary,

all the enigmas of the human mind are solved by the Dharama
,
speci-

fically through the enigmatic teachings of vlpassana and Nibbana

- no one going nowhere gaining nothing. As to the 'merely inten-

ded' this shows how little the author has cared to look into

his own and others' dukkha, One wonders, in fact, how near to

himself the author let Channa approach, especially with such

statements as (p. 49): 'Discussions of a metaphysical nature are.

moreover, ferments of discord. On such problems, thinkers have

the unpleasant habit of adopting definitive positions and go

about repeating "This alone is true, all else is false" ( DIgha

I, pp. 187-8) and such intransigence provokes endless arguments.'

Perhaps he remembered that certain ecclesiastical bodies in the

West had such an 'unpleasant habit' which, alas, did not end

for many people in 'endless arguments'. Such jarring sentences

only crop up occasionally and cannot spoil our pleasure at the

vast erudition displayed.

There are a few points to mention about the translation for

which the translator is not to blame. The revisers of Bom-

Webb's translation have even got her name reversed and consisten-

tly called her Webb-Boin, a little bit of masculine chauvinism

perhaps. Her translations have also been altered for the worse,

as where dhyana has been altered from absorption to the strange

word, ecstasy. One might say that some ecstasy is present in

the first three dhyanas but this translation is inadequate for

the fourth. Anyway, ecstasy is an unfortunate word to use in

connection with Buddhist meditation where the emphasis is on

Mindfulness, not on indulgence even of a spiritual variety.

The old but inadequate Law has replaced the translator's choice

Df Dharma or Doctrine, while listener (sravaJta) has been changed

to hearer. Quite a large number of mistakes are evident in the
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Index of Technical Terras but since the translator had nothing

to do with this, the fault lies elsewhere. She was not allowed

to see the proofs and so could not catch many of the mistakes

and misleading alterations which have crept in here and there.

The French version of this book has long been in print and

it was a good decision by the editors to compile extensive biblio-

graphical notes on works published in more recent times, thus

bringing this excellent book more up to date.

P/jra JCfcantipaio

./

Beginnings; The Pall Suttas . Samanera Bodhesako. The Wheel Nos .

313-315, Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy 1984. IV, 87 pp.

Many scholars have tried to find an answer to the problem as

to what was the original message of the Buddha and, ever since,

the origins of Buddhism has been one of the vexed questions for

students of Buddhism, necessitating textcritical and historical

outlooks on the most ancient documents. Although historical

considerations form the larger part of the present author's essay,

they af e , as he states, subservient to his primary concern about

finding a satisfactory answer to the perennial questions regard-

ing 'the human situation, and the inherent need to discover a

method, a way, whereby we may resolve the dilemma of that situ-

ation' (p. I). The author is fully aware of the fact that his-

torical inquiries into the origins of Buddhist texts cannot be

a basis for really judging the suttas whose message would actual-

ly have to be put to the test of practice (patipatti). For him

historical considerations are a preparatory step to ascertain

which strata of textual tradition may serve as authentic root

textL: on which to base further steps of spiritual training.

Bodhesako has relied on the Pali suttas and parts of the Maha-

and Cullavagga of the Vinayapitaka as his sources. Having looked

on the ' syncretist ic approach' with a critical eye, namely on

the 'eclectic attitude 1

of helping oneself to spiritual teachings

that include non-Buddhist as well as Buddhist, i.e. non-Theravada

tiaditions, he writes on p. 9: 'The collection of discourses known

as the Pali Suttas heartedly recommends itself to the concerned

individual as being that guidance to the transcendental which
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That the Pali Canon has been handed down to us in

he seeks. ±n«i-

entirety - all students of Buddhism. all Buddhologists

t"l "thankfully agree - is a very happy circumstance and a truly

invaluable source for our knowledge of early Buddhism. On p. 6.

however, Bodhesako writes in too optimistic a vein asserting.

-Ue know that the Pali Suttas... are acknowledged by all Buddhist

schools to be the oldest record we have of the Buddha's Teaching.'

According to him the 'crystalline approach' (p. 10) to understand

what is meant by 'right view' is realised through inquiring into

the Pali suttas. He does not seem to be aware of the fact that

a considerable number of Buddhist Sanskrit texts (cf., for In-

stance, the synoptical Sanskrit -Pali editions by E. Waldschmidt )

contain more or less close parallels to the Pali versions. More-

over, one should not forget that vast collections of root texts

also bearing on the 'crystalline approach', though lost in their

ancient Indian forms, are preserved in Chinese and Tibetan.

In the sections 'Beginnings', 'The Venerable Ananda'. 'The

Four Nikayas', 'The First Council', 'Later Additions', 'The Fifth

Nlkaya', 'Conclusions* and 'Choosing a Standard'. Bodhesako does

his best to examine the Pali scriptures. His attempt involves

in this special context following the Middle Way by avoiding

the extremes of fundamentalism on the one hand and of hypercriti-

clsm on the other. The message of the Kalimasut ta
.

A 1 189ff

(III. 65), requires us to guard against the first extreme, faith

or trust (saddhindriya) at the level of spiritual training, scho-

larly soberness and objective cautiousness at the pariyatti (study

of the texts) level to guard against the other. As for the se-

cond extreme, for instance, the author gives an interesting exam-

ple from his own experience (pp.63-B) referring to the topic

of the 'thirty-two marks of a great man' found in a number of

discourses. Though the mahipurismlakkhana are In no way apt

to meet the tastes of twentieth-century man, according to him

Lt would be unsound to discard such suttas as being spurious

or apocryphal, being oblivious of the Buddhist idea of 'skill

in means' known to all Buddhist traditions.

The headings of the different sections of this booklet mentio-

ned above may already indicate that the author interests himself

in the stratification of his Pali sources. The difficulty with
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this essay is that it touches on problems of immense complexity,

whereas it seems extremely difficult to deal with the subject

in less than a hundred pages. The booklet can at best be regard-

ed as an introductory essay - from an orthodox, yet to some ex-

tent critical, Theravadin point of view - towards a stratifica-

tion of Pali texts. Within contemporary Theravadin monastic

circles, the author has certainly proved himself quite an inde-

pendent thinker. It is a pity that in various places of the

essay his apologetical remarks leave the reader with the impres-

sion that he must feel rather ill at ease with modern critical

scholarship; he writes, for example, on p.60f.: '... there are

Still those who will insist that the four Nikayas as we have

them contain material that, though in the guise of earlier texts,

are, in fact, later additions... Early and later Sanskrit Sutras

of Mahayana as well as Tibetan scriptures and other late tradi-

tions are full of this. Those who wish to defend these traditions

have been known to assume quite gratuitously that since these

other traditions are manifestly full of invented material that

the Pali Suttas must also be... its proponents would need to

offer a description of the evolution of the Pali Suttas demon-

strating a reasonable and human sequence alternative to the one

offered herein... but to our knowledge such a description has

never even been offered. 1 But for all that, already in 1957

a comprehensive and hitherto unparalleled investigation into

the stratification of the Nikayas and Agamas had been published:

G,C. Pande , Studies in the Origins of Buddhism (reprint Delhi 19-

74).

In the book under review a number of self-evident misprints

occur and also two mistranslations of Pali words (pp. 12, 15)

which latter will easily be spotted by those who read Pali.

Bhlkkhu Pasadlka

ihamma pada .
' hos kyi Lshiss su bead pa . Ed, and tr. by Chhi tied

Rig Dzin Lama. (The Dalai Lama Tibeto-Indological Studies Series

Vol. IV), Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Sarnath

1982. V 432 pp. Hbk Rs 75, pbk Rs 55.

Dhammapada . (Tr, Into Tibetan from the Pali by dGe-'dun Chos-

'phel; tr. into English from the Tibetan by Dharma Publishing
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Staff). Dharma Publishing. Berkeley 1985. xil + 381 pp., includ-

ing four drawings in the style of traditional Tibetan religious

art and one specimen of Tihetan calligraphy. Pbk 512.95.

The fact that these two Dhammapada (Dhp) editions have been brought

out, respectively, by a Nyingmapa lama and by a Nyingma centre

shows that Dhp is traditionally held to be one of the most auth-

entic pan-Buddhist root-texts, Besides the Pali original, the

core of both publications is dGe-'dun Chos-'phel's Tibetan trans-

lation of Dhp, One of the purposes of both books is to pay tri-

bute to and commemorate a work of perhaps the most outstanding

of all modern translators of this text. A brief note on the

life and works of dGe-'dun Chos-'phel is found in D. Snellgrove

and H. Richardson, A Cultural (fistory of Tibet (London 1968; repr.

Boulder 1980, p. 245} where, however the Tibetan Dhp translation

is not mentioned while the lotsava is credited with having trans-

lated the Kamasutra. Much more on the Rev. Chos-'phel, 'the

great Tibetan scholar and historian', can be read in Samten Nor-

boo's introduction to his translation of dGe-'dun Chos-'phel's

The White Annals (Dhararasala 1978). On p. 11 of that work George

Roerich is quoted, referring to the lotsava and his translation

of Dhp: 'The translator is not only a Tibetan scholar of eminence

but a distinguished poet as well, and his translation combines

scholarly exactitude with a highly literary value' (quoted from

the preface to the first and second edition of Dhp in Tibetan).

That dGe-'dun Chos'-phel's translation has, ever since its

completion in the early 1940s, been regarded as- a masterpiece

of - in the truest sense of the word - a lotsava seems corrobora-

ted by several editions which this translation has seen. This

is remarkable insofar as one would not expect a Tibetan version

of Dhp to lend Itself to publication so easily when compared

e.g. with the several editions of Narada Mahathera's Pali-cum-

English translation. On the other hand, apart from the great

literary merits of the Tibetan Dhp, the simple fact that no trans-

lation based on the P5li Dhp recension of the Theravada tradition

is found in the vast Kanjur and Tanjur collections adds to the

importance of dGe-'dun Chos-'phel's work.

In the preface to the Berkeley edition of Dharma Publishing
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(p.viii) reference is made to a Prakrit recension of Dhp dis-
covered by R, SankritySyana in Tibet which scholars regard as
most likely predating the Pili version. It is surmised libit.,
p.ix) that dGe-'dun Chos-'phel almost certainly knew of the manu-
script of the Prakrit Dhp and that he nevertheless preferred
to base his transaction upon the Pili recension. This decision,
so the reader is told, allowed the lotsava to follow the proven
methods of his illustrious predecessors in not only successfully
achieving technically accurate translations but also in conveying
the meaning of texts 'as expressed through a living tradition'.
In Sri Lanka. dGe-'dun Chos-'phel availed himself of the help
of a master of the Pali tradition. As he states in the colophon
to his work, the text was translated 'at the feet of the great
guide and elder. Reverend Dharmananda . at the monastery of dPal
Ral-gri'i ri-bo in Sri Lanka* (ibid.).

The Sarnath Dhp edition and translations by C.R. Lama (Chhi
Hed Rig Dzin Lama himself prefers this abbreviation of his name)
include - apart from forewords in Tibetan and Hindi, a preface
in English, a verse index and two lists of corrigenda and addenda
for each Dhp verse one polyglot page offering first the Pili
gachi followed by its Sanskrit chiya (reconstruction), the Tibet-
an version, a Hindi and finally an English translation. It was
a good idea to add. below the English version of the tfitft*, ver-
ses of the Sanskrit Udanavarga in Tibetan translation wherever
they have been found to correspond to those of Dhp. On occasion
C.R. Lama has provided footnotes in Tibetan with explanations
concerning, inter alia, places and persons where and to whom
Dhp verses are traditionally thought to have been uttered. 'The
English translation,' C.R. Lama writes (p.ii), 'is a new one ,

though it incorporates many interpretations and insights from
previous translations.' He also acknowledges having made much
use of 'the very valuable guide to the Dharmapada in Hindi by
Mahapandit Rahul Sankrityayana ' (Ibid.). This Sarnath edition
does in fact contain by and large, with very slight changes.
SankritySyana 's Sanskrit rhiya of Dhp and Hindi translations
as they appear in their first (Allahabad 1933) and second (Luck-
now 1965} editions. In soae places C.R. Lama amends Sarikrityi-
yana's Sanskrit text, e.g. on p. 407: actarfandesu (Dhp 406) =
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Sttadandesu; in SankritySyana ' S ehlya occurs atma . , . ( sic ) , where-

as his Hindi version correctly has dandadhariyom ke blc , Dhp

400 (C.R, Lama's ed . , p. 401): anussadam ('without haughtiness'

- v.l.: anussuram , 'free from lust', PED 45); as regards this

word, in C.R. Lama's edition none of the translations follows

the Pili, all of them being based Instead on a variant reading

found in the Udanavarga: bahusrutam (Bernhard ed. XXXIII 19b),

' learned '

.

Occasionally C.R. Lama has retained errors occurring in San-

ktityayana's Sanskrit text, e.g. on p. 424 (Dhp 423): for jatik-

knayan the Sanskrit chayi has jatiksanayam; cf. Udanavarga XXXIII

47c {op. cit.}; jatiksayam. In about half a dozen places the

translation of the Pali gathas into Sanskrit seems rather prob-

lematic. Just one example may suffice here. Dhp 344 (C.R.

Lama's ed . , p. 345): for yo nibbanatho variadhimut t o ( 'he who is free

from craving and yet intent upon the forest 1

), the Sanskrit reads

yo nirvanarrhi vanadhimukca which, after Sankrityayana ' s Hindi

translation, is taken to mean 'he who, desiring nirvana, is free

from the forest (desire)'. The Tibetan, too, tallies with the

Sanskrit and Hindi versions: mya nan 'das 'dod nags tshaJ las/

thai nas,..; adhittwhta, however, answering to »os pa, has the

same meaning as its Pali equivalent. Taking into account in

the present work the close correspondence between the Sanskrit/

Hindi and the Tibetan translations which sometimes deviate from

the Pali tradition, one cannot help thinking that dGe-'dun Chos-

'phel must have been acquainted with Sankrityayana ' s Dhp. The

latter writes In the preface to his edition that he has derived

much help from Charu Chandra Bose's Pili -cum-Sanskr i t and Bengali

edition of Dhp. The interpretation of adhimukta - 'free from',

adopted by Sankrityayana, dGe-'dun Chos-'phel and C.R. Lama does,

in fact, seem to derive from C.C. Bhose's gloss in Sanskrit,

vanat aranylt adhimuktah niskrantah, paksantare vanena abhilasena

adhimuktah vihlnah (cf. reprint by the Haha Bodhi Society, Cal-

cutta 1960, p. 216) which patently differs from the interpretation

given in the Dhp-Atthakatha or in other Buddhist contexts. Whilst,,

according to PED 362. nibbing ('without forest, free from lust')

could be regarded as a traditional explanation of nibbana, the

translation 'tree from', thar nas = adhimukta ( adhi - nwktaf
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'above - set free') is a literalism which is not even upheld
by Monier-Williams' mainly recording Sanskrit words in a non-
Buddhist setting.

When .glancing at the English translation of Dhp 344 offered
in the Berkeley edition (p. 171), the disadvantage of translating
from a translation without consulting the root-text manifests
itself: 'He escapes from misery, fleeing the woods of attachment
- but look how the freeman runs back to the forest! Look how
the prisoner returns to his cell!' The translators have over-
looked that l dod (di-thin) goes together with mya nan "das, and
thar nas does not answer to 'fleeing' {'iros pa). Translating
direct from the Pall, the gatha could be rendered: "Whoever,
through free from craving, is [again] given to craving, who rid
of desire again hankers after (objects of] desire - look at that
person! Released he [again] runs after his fetters,'

As for the English translation of Dhp, C.R. Lama has relied
heavily on Narada . Thanks to the help of James Low, in many
places Narada 's English has been modernised or improved, and
therefore becomes more readable. Exceptions are perhaps Dhp
155, 156 {pp. 155,6): 'Men who have not practiced celibacy, during
youth have not gained wealth...'; 'celibacy' here for brahmacari -

yam is a platitude. 'Spiritual life' would be more to the point;
for the simple 'wealth' one had better add '[spiritual] wealth'.

In the Sarnath edition the Tibetan text is by no means free
from errors, either. In the Yamakavagga alone are found the
following which have not been entered in the lists of corrigenda
and addenda: p. 9 (Dhp 9d ) , for dur smrig read nur smrig; p.13 (Dhp
13c), for da biin read de biin; p. 15 (Dhp 15a), for phyi mar ban
read phyi mar mya nan. Leaving it at that in respect of errors,
after having read C.R. Lama's preface, it has to be recognised
that his pentaglot Dhp edition is the result of his noble aspira-
tion to offer a veritable dharmadana . Besides the general reader
interested in multi-lingual editions of one of the foremost reli-
gious classics, a considerable number of university students
of Buddhist studies will surely welcome this publication as a

valuable study aid (the Dhp in Pali and Tibetan is actually on

the syllabus of many a North Indian academic institution). The
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Berkeley edition, beautifully presented, might be credited with

the same usefulness. Therein the student of Tibetan is compensa-

ted for the absence of the Pali text and versions allied to it

by a comprehensive appendix (pp. 211-381) of carefully compiled.

Buddhist terms and a Tibetan-English word list,

BhiJtkhu Pasadika

Dhammapada (Dharma Publishing. Berkeley 1985) */

This is a somewhat eccentric book, a translation of the Pali

Dhammapada translated into Tibetan, which incurs a double possi-

bility of mistakes creeping in. When the Pali Dhammapada has

been translated directly from Pall into English so many times

already, it seems strange to translate it again in a roundabout

way from Tibetan. This procesB has not done the meaning much

good, for while the translators {commendably anonymous) have

certainly made a translation into good modern English, alas their

meaning and that of the Pali differ widely in many verses. One

has only to open the book to the translation's beginning to read

there in the first verse:

'All things have the nature of mind...

This is hardly admissable as a translation of mano-pubbahgama

dhamma. Granted this is a very difficult line to render well

into English, but pabbahgama gives the sense of 'preceding' or

'forerunning' and hence my old translation of ' Dhammas are fore-

run by mind'. However, this still leaves the general reader

up in the air with 'dhammas'. To render this with the vague

English word 'things' is very far from satisfactory. 'Dhammas',

If possible to render at all accurately, is in this sense 'what

is knowable '
, so one would get something like 'Knowables are

preceded by mind', or more directly, 'Mind precedes all know-

ables '

,

It is easy to lose the meaning when there has been this double

translation, as can be seen here: 'Cut down the trees, destroy

the whole forest. From the forest danger arises. If you cut

away the tree and the roots, monks, you will pass from sorrow'

(Dhp 283). Now here is the Buddha apparently counselling the

deforestation of the world! And in this book there are no notes
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to make the meaning clear, so chat a reader who does not know
Pali could not appreciate that vana means both 'forest' and 'de-
sire'. The Buddha here refers to the interior jungle of selfish
desire which should be chopped down, but not to exterior trees.

One could go on quoting instances of this sort of thing and
it is obvious that the method employed in the translation of
this book is not the best. In the Preface we find an account
of how this translation was made. First a Tibetan scholar, dGe-
'dun Chos-'phel - it is not clear whether he was a monk - went
to Sri Lanka and studied with 'Reverend Dharmananda , at the mona-
stery of dPal-gri'i rl-bo' (why not translate this back into
Pali/Sanskrit so that we know where it was!) and made the trans-
lation sitting at his teacher's feet. One wonders, (1) did the
Venerable Dharmananda know excellent English, or how did they
communicate?; (2) did dGe- 'dun Chos-'phel know Pi"li well?; (3)
how much did they rely on existing English translations?

This reviewer knows only a few words of Tibetan and so cannot
Judge how well the Tibetan translation has rendered the Plli
text. For the same reason he cannot comment on the ability of
the translators who turned the Tibetan text into English, but
somewhere in this convoluting process some meanings have been
lost. One suspects that for Dharma Publishing 's readers, who
will be used to translations from Tibetan, the fact that the
Dhammapada was rendered from Tibetan may have made it more appea-
ling, perhaps even more holy?

The book's production is quite lavish, with printing in large,
clear type on very good paper. Each page has wide margins and
a double border. The translation into English appears opposite
the Tibetan text, a help for students of Tibetan. The transla-
tion, however, only extends up to p. 205 and after this is Includ-
ed a rather long and out-of-place list of Buddhist terms (pp. 209-
353) given in romanised Sanskrit, Tibetan script and English
translation. A small Tibetan-English word list is more apposite
as it refers to terms in the two translations published in this
book. The book is thus swollen to almost twice its length, al-
though strangely it has no explanatory notes on Dhammapada verses.
As other and better translations directly from Pali into English
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are readily available, this work seems rather superfluous.

Phra Khantipalo

Ed. 'Rev. Dharmananda' was Lunupokune Sri Dhammananda Nayaka

Ttiera and Principal of the Vidyalankara Pirivena, Kelaniya, where

dGe-'dun Chos-'phel studied during 1939-40, According to Ven.

B. Anandamaitreya , the former 'had no knowledge of English'.

Out of linguistic interest, Bhikkhu Pasadika has translated dPal-

gri'i ri-bo as Sri Khadga-giri or -parvata (Skt) and Siri Khagga-

giri/pabbata (Pali).

For the only full account of the life and work of this Tibetan

lay scholar, see Heather Stoddard, Le mendiant de 1'Aitidoi Gcdun

Chomphel (Paris 1985).

The Dhammapada , translated with an Introduction by Eknath Easwa-

ran. Arkana (Routledge Si Kegan Paul), London 1987. 208 pp.

£3.95, pbk.

We are told on the back cover that the translation Is 'clear

and contemporary', a claim that must be met by the actual render-

ing. Does it actually live up to this claim? Let us open the

book at p. 78 where the translation begins and see. The first

words of the verse make the Buddha utter a platitude: 'Our life

is shaped by our mind; we become what we think*. Who does not

know that? But has it much connection with mano pubbahtjamh litsm-

mi manosettha manomayi? This is not an easy piece of Pali to

render into English, specially the first phrase. There is no

such expression in the Pali as 'our life 1

, while mind (mano)

is in the nominative, not accusative case. ' Dhamma ' can hardly

by the wildest stretch of imagination be translated 'our life'.

Actually, the whole phrase, having meanings on many levels, means

something like 'Kind precedes (all) dhammas', with the last word

here meaning 'all that can be known and done'. As for 'we become

what we think", this is in no way a translation of manosetcha

manomaya, which is quite straightforwardly 'mind is chief, mind-

made (are they)'. This cannot be called a 'clear' translation,

having missed the point completely and put into the mouth of

the Buddha some very second-rate words. A literal translation

of these lines, however, is found in the Introduction (p. 63).
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Generally, It should not be called a translation at all, at best

it qualifies as a patchy kind of paraphrase. Though the transla-
tor 'trained in one of the purest Sanskrit traditions in India',

it seems he has little idea of Pali and (like Radhakrlshnan be-

fore him) has therefore no qualification to translate or inter-

pret the Buddha's teachings.

Easwaran has, however, as in the long Introduction, changed

Buddhist stories a good deal, perhaps to make them more accep-

table to Westerners, The changes that he has wrought are mostly

rather pleasing ones and certainly put the Buddha and his teach-

ing in a good light.

There are other changes which are more questionable, as in

the explanation of the four dhyana (jhana), particularly in his

reference in the third to no-thought. The explanation at this

point of no initial or discursive thought leading to bodhi{\1

which is not to be equated with Zen no-mind but only with 'no-

thought' - experienced on the threshold of the third jhana, is

particularly confused. Under the fourth jhana, though, he has

listed Nirvana - possibly a Hindu way of classification but scar-

cely Buddhist. Perhaps it should be taken to mean that Nirvana

can be attained on the basis of the fourth jhana . But then it

can be attained by some on the basis of any of the jhanas. The

author has not clearly grasped the differences between samatha

(calm) and vipassana (insight). It is true that the suttas show

that with only calm reaching to the Cessation of Perception and

Feeling, the final goal may be attained. Later commentators

take no notice of this and say that insight can only arise on

the basis of the fourth jhana . Modern Burmese (Mahasi) practice

has reduced this to the attainment of 'neighbourhood concentra-

tion' prior to the first jhana, but Forest Teachers in N.E. Thai-

land have abandoned all these rigidities of position and just

teach one how to practise from one day to the next.

Another feature of hoth the translator's Introduction and

(in greater degree) of the chapter introductions (by Stephen

Ruppenthal), is the inclusion of Mahayana terminology, an anachro-

nism with such an ancient collection of verse as the Dhammapada,

The translator has a reference to "what the Buddha calls 'store-
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house consciousness'" equating it with Jung's collective uncon-

sciousness. Certainly the most ancient texts ( Sut ta/Agaraa ) have

no reference to this term being used by the Buddha, while equat-

ing it with Jung's notion is questionable.

The notes introducing chapters are even more Mahayana in fla-

vour, reflecting the widespread influence of these kinds of Bud-

dhism - Zen, Tibetan schools, Chinese or Korean Ch 'an/Son - in

America. Whether it is suitable, or necessary, to include such

ideas of later scholastic Buddhism in a translation of these

verses depends on one's point of view. To the reviewer, such

things are intrusions and do not help explain the contents of

the verses. For Instance, Mr Ruppenthal treats us to a summary

of the Trikaya doctrine of later Mahayana prefacing the chapter

on the Buddha. To explain here about Nirmana-, Sambhoga-, and

Dharmakaya Buddhas, is quite un-called for as the verses of this

chapter give no support to any such ' buddhology ' . Surely such

things will turn away many from the wisdom of these verses.

Will they not say, 'So, Buddhism has unprovable dogmas just like

other religions'? In fact, these chapter headings are an eclec-

tic hotch-potch which must point to a lack of deep knowledge

and understanding on the part of their writer.

One further point in his headings to Chapters 25-26. We are

told that the monk and nun disciples of the Buddha: 'In an attem-

pt to smash self-will and break the hold of sensory cravings...

resorted to strangling the senses and breaking down not only

self-will but the spirit (!) of the human being.' This does

not sound like the Buddha's followers at all; surely it is the

sound of a frightened American who has been stirred up by the

Buddha's verses but is too attached to pleasures to renounce

them or take ordination as a monk. As he later says, 'While

it is unlikely that the extraordinary affluence of our age will

reverse itself in a rush to renounce the world...', so It is

unlikely that the writer will do so! Perhaps as an inhabitant

of that extraordinarily affluent land he should take a look at,

say, India. More dukkha is good for renunciation!

In conclusion, it may be said that the translation's claim

to be 'contemporary' can be justified by the directness of the
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language. Very often, though, this paucity of diction masks

the fact that words and phrases in the original Pali have not

been translated .

Phra Khantipalo

News and Motes continued from page 179

range of subjects, from the early period of Buddhism In China

to modern art and education.

Participants were ferried back and forth from the Grand Hotel

- a massive 'imperial palace', set on a hill with a commanding

view of the city - to the Library, which stands opposite the

gigantic Chiang Kai Shek Memorial, Excellent vegetarian lunches

were provided free of charge. A cultural show, with traditional

Chinese music and dance, was held in the auditorium and a sump-

tuous farewell dinner, again vegetarian, was held at the Hotel.

Excursions Included a visit to the art collection of the Shan

Tao Temple and to the National Palace Museum and its beautiful

gardens. At the latter a special exhibition of 'Illustrated

Buddhist Sutras' displayed some masterpieces of calligraphy,

iconography and ornamentation,

(Peter Skilling)
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